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ILine 6.1.2 on page 80 should read[
6.1.2 ISTMN, NLVN, GR
Format (215, El0.4)
2
The first seven lines of ASE input data on page 136 should read
AE}_ TEST M3DEL - ANTI_TR_C CASE - _ = 5
SET t_ FOR A_ S(XL_IDN.
DIRECT SUI_ACE _IATICN.
EIGHT EIASTIC MEDES, PLUS FIVE ADDED RIGID BCOY-C(_'/IROL HJDES;
I_:VISED RIGID B[X)Y Y TRANSIATIONS, BOLL, YAW, PLUS AI_ AND RIDDER MODES.
M_CH NO.- 0.90 ALTIT, X)E: SEA LEVEL
1 17 3 i0 1 0 0 0 0 0
IThe k-type flutter input data on page 140-141 should read I
AERO TEST MODKL - ANTI_C CASE - IINTP - 1
K-FILrI'nSR SOLUI'I(AW
DII___T SLRFA(_ _QN
_ MODEL, BYPASS RIGID IK_DY bIDES IN G_NMASS
M_H NO. - 0.90 _21TtDE: SEA
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
1 12 3 28 1 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 99 0 0
1
38.89 0.90
.350 .745 .940 1.491 1.615
2.000 2.450 2.750 3.150 3.270
4.150 4.551 5.250 7.000 9.000





Table 17 in chapter 7 on page 141 should read]
Table 17. AERO test model:
Mode Instability
number
An aeroelastic antisymmetric analysis using a direct interpolation
for AERO paneling.
k - SOLN p-k ASE
Velocity, Frequency, Velocity, Frequency, Velocity, Frequency,
keas tad/see keas rad/sec keas rad/sec
:iiii
. iili_
_? • : iii_
Fuselage fh-st bending F1
Wing first bending F2
Fin fu'st bending F3
Analysis notes:
1) F - Flutter point
2) D - Divergence point
3) Math - 0.90
4) Altitude = Sea level
506.15 77.49 533.53 77.54 591.16 76.03
615.75 72.26 620.85 73.02 579.69 80.09
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Figure 30. STARS ATM-k flutter analysis----damping (g'), frequency (_), velocity (v) plot,
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Figure 31. STARS ATM-pk flutter analysis----damping (g'), frequency (_), velocity (v) plot,


































































Figure 32. STARS ATM-ASE flutter analysis--damping (a), frequency (13), velocity (v) plot,
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2. STARS-SOLIDS PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
2.1 Nodal and Element Data Generation
2.2 Matrix Bandwidth Minimization
2.3 Deflection Boundary Conditions
2.4 Prescribed Loads
2.5 Static Analysis
2.6 Elastic Buckling Analysis
2.7 Free Vibration Analysis
2.8 Dynamic Response Analysis
2.9 Shift Synthesis
2.10 Formulation for Nodal Centrifugal Forces in Finite Elements
2.11 Material Properties
2.12 Output of Analysis Results
2.13 Discussion




3.4 Data in Global or Local-Global Coordinate System
3.5 Additional Basic Data
4. SAMPLE PROBLEMS (STARS-SOLIDS)
4.1 Space Truss: Static Analysis
4.2 Space Frame: Static Analysis
4.3 Plane Stress: Static Analysis
4.4 Plate Bending: Vibration Analysis
4.5 General Shell: Vibration Analysis
4.6 General Solid: Vibration Analysis
4.7 Spinning Cantilever Beam: Vibration Analysis
4.8 Spinning Cantilever Plate: Vibration Analysis
4.9 Helicopter Structure: Vibration Analysis
4.10 Rocket Structure: Dynamic Response Analysis
4.11 Plate, Beam, and Truss Structures: Buckling Analysis
4.12 Composite Plate Bending: Vibration Analysis










Numerical Formulation for Aeroelastic and Aeroservoelastic Analysis





ASE PADI_ Data (STARS-ASE-PADE)






















































ATM: Free vibration analysis (STARS-SOLIDS)
ATM: Generalized mass analysis (STARS-AERO-GENMASS)
ATM: Aeroelastic analysis (STARS-AERO)
ATM: Aeroelastic analysis (STARS-ASE-CONVERT)
ATM: Aeroservoelastic analysis (STARS-ASE-PADE)
























































(b) Quadrilateral shell element.
(c) Triangular shell element.
(d) Hexahedral solid element.




Original and deformed shape of deep beam.
Square cantilever plate.
Finite element model of cylindrical shell.
Cube discretized by hexahedral elements.
Spinning cantilever beam.
Coupled helicopter rotor-fuselage system.
(a) Discrete element model.
(b) Structural mass distribution.
(c) Structural stiffness distribution.
Rocket subjected to dynamic loading.
(a) Rocket structure.
(b) Pulse loading.
Nodal displacement as a function of time, node 1.




ASE analysis data input scheme.
ATM symmetric half finite element model with nodes.
ATM antisymmetric case, direct-surface interpolation scheme.
ATM antisymmetric case, elastic (q)E) mode shapes.
ATM antisymmetric case, perfect rigid body (_PR) and control (_C) modes.
(a) Rigid body mode, X-Y plane motion.
(b) Control mode, flap motion.
(c) Rigid body mode, Z-rotation motion.
(d) Control mode, rudder motion.
(e) Rigid body mode, X-rotation motion.
ATM antisymmetric case, half aircraft aerodynamic boxes.
ATM antisymmetric case, aerodynamic panels.
ATM antisymmetric case.
(a) Aerodynamic boxes.



















































STARSATM-k flutter analysis-- damping(g'), frequency(9), velocity (v) plot,
antisymmetriccase,usingdirectinterpolationwhere g' = g x 200.
STARSATM-pk flutter analysis-- damping(g'), frequency(13),velocity (v) plot,
antisymmetriccase,usingdirectinterpolationwhereg' = g x 200.












































Arrangement of nodal data input.
Element data layout.
Element temperature data input.
Data layout for displacement boundary conditions.
Natural frequencies of a square cantilever plate.
Natural frequencies of a cylindrical cantilever shell.
Natural frequencies of a solid cube.
Spinning cantilever beam.
Natural frequency parameters of a spinning square cantilever plate.
Natural frequencies of a helicopter structure.
Critical load of a simply supported square plate.
Critical load of a cantilever beam.
Critical load of a simple truss.
Natural frequencies of a composite square cantilever plate.
AERO test model: Antisymmetric free vibration analysis results.
Rigid body and control mode generation parameters.
AERO test model: An aeroelastic antisymmetric analysis using a direct
interpolation for AERO paneling.






















A unified and highly graphics-orientedanalysiscapability that includesstructures,aerodynamics,
andcontrol disciplineshasbeenachievedby integratingtwo new modulesin theoriginal STARS
(STructuralAnalysis RoutineS) finite element computer program system (ref. 1). Thus, in addition to
performing static, buckling, vibration, and dynamic response analyses of undamped and damped
structures, including those having rotating and prestressed components, the program is also capable
of performing aeroelastic (flutter and divergence) and aeroservoelastic stability analyses that may
include digital or analog controller elements.
The element library in the STARS-SOLIDS module consists of one-dimensional (l-D) line ele-
ments; two-dimensional (2-D) triangular and quadrilateral shell elements; and three-dimensional
(3-D) tetrahedral and hexahedral solid elements. Improved composite as well as sandwich shell
elements are recent additions to this element library. These elements enable the solution of
structural problems that include truss, beam, space frame, plane, plate, shell, and solid structures, or
any combination thereof. Associated algebraic equations are solved by exploiting inherent matrix
sparsity. Zero, finite, and interdependent deflection boundary conditions can be implemented by the
program. The associated dynamic response analysis capability provides for initial deformation and
velocity inputs, whereas the transient excitation may be either forces or accelerations. An effective
in-core or out-of-core solution strategy is automatically employed by the program, depending on the
size of the problem. Data input may be at random within a data set, and the program offers certain
automatic data generation features. Input data are formatted as an optimal combination of free and
fixed formats.
The STARS-AERO module enables computation of unsteady aerodynamic forces pertaining to
subsonic and supersonic flow employing the doublet lattice and the constant pressure procedures,
respectively. Subsequent flutter and divergence analyses are performed by utilizing the standard k
and p-k methods.
Associated aeroservoelastic (ASE) analysis is performed by the STARS-ASE module that
employs a Pad6 and least squares formulation for curve fitting the unsteady aerodynamic forces,
followed by a state-space formulation that incorporates the elastic structural and aerodynamic
effects. Such state-space matrices are further augmented by analog and/or digital controller
elements. A hybrid formulation is adopted in the case of a digital controller. Frequency response
characteristics may be calculated to yield frequency, damping, gain, and phase results for both open-
and closed-loop systems.
The program, developed in modular form for easy modification, is written in standard FORTRAN
to run on a variety of computers such as IBM 6000, DEC VAX 3600, Cray Y-MP, and Cray 2, among
others. Extensive graphics capability exists for convenient model development as well as for
postprocessing of analysis results, employing any PLOT-10 compatible terminal such as Tektronix,
CIT, DEC-VT, and also the E/S PS 390 machines.
1. INTRODUCTION
The general-purposedigital computerprogram,STARS (STructuralAnalysis RoutineS), has been
designed as an efficient tool for analyzing practical structures, as well as for supporting relevant
research and development activities; it has also proved to be an effective teaching aid. All such
activities are mutually enhancing and interrelated (fig. 1). The current version of the program,
capable of solving linear elastic aero-structural-control problems (fig. 2), will be continuously
updated to include other forms of analysis.
In an effort to optimize the program layout, the subroutines in the various modules have been
grouped into several links. Interaction between the user and the program is effected through a
display terminal with or without graphics capabilities; however, a graphics terminal is useful in the
accurate preparation of data input and in visualizing structural geometry and analysis results. Thus
with reference to figure 3, which pertains to the typical STARS-SOLIDS module, link 1 relates to the
input phase of the program. The user may input the data directly, utilizing some limited, automated,
data-generation capabilities inherent in the program; alternatively, the STARS preprocessor
program, PREPROC, may be utilized effectively for complete data generation of a smacture. Once
the data have been entered into the system, the user may create an image of the model on the
terminal display screen.
Subsequent correction or modification of the model may be easily implemented on an interactive
basis. Once the model format is verified, the user may proceed to run link 2 of the program, which
involves major numerical manipulation of input data relative to static, stability, and free vibration
analysis of the structural model. Nodal displacements caused by static loading and the structural
mode shapes pertaining to the stability and free vibration problems may then be displayed using the
graphics terminal. Link 3 of the program, the response link, enables computation of structural
displacements caused by dynamic loading, as well as element stresses resulting from static and
dynamic loads input. The STARS postprocessor program, POSTPLOT, is used for extensive plotting
of results generated by the two links.
The program can solve static and dynamic problems of nonrotating and rotating structures of
general configurations with arbitrary displacement boundary conditions. For static problems, a
multiple set of input data is permissible; for dynamic response problems, a single set of force or
acceleration data is the usual input. The structural material may be isotropic, orthotropic, or
anisotropic. Both viscous and structural damping occurring in practice may be included in the
dynamic analysis. A bandwidth minimization option is available, its utilization being highly desirable
to ensure economical solution of associated problems.
The free vibration and dynamic response analyses of structural systems rotating along an
arbitrary axis are useful features of the STARS program. Such a structure may have a combination of
nonrotating and rotating parts, and each part may have a different spin rate. Both rigid body and
elastic modes may be computed by the program, and the dynamic response analysis is formulated
accordingly. Relevant algebraic computations are performed in single or double precision, using












Mechanical and thermal loading
General and composite materials
Preprocessor - automatic FEM
model data generation
Postprocessor - graphical
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A schematic of the associated aeroelastic and aeroservoelastic (ASE) analyses is depicted in
figure 4. Thus, once the frequencies and mode shapes of the structure are derived from finite element
analysis employing the STARS-SOLIDS module, the STARS-AERO module is next utilized to
compute the unsteady aerodynamic forces on the structure. An alternative option enables input of
measured modal data in lieu of calculated data. A flutter solution is then achieved using the k and
p-k methods. The user has to input details of the aerodynamic paneling to achieve the aeroelastic
analysis.
Subsequent ASE analysis of the structure may be achieved by first employing the STARS-ASE-
PADE submodule. The user provides essential data to perform a polynomial curve fitting of
unsteady aerodynamic forces resulting in the state-space matrices. For an alternative open-loop
flutter analysis, such data consist of information on polynomial tension coefficients, previously
calculated generalized masses, and damping and modal characteristics as well as a set of velocity
values. Additional data, in lieu of velocity values, relating to coordinate transformations from earth-
to body-centered coordinate systems and also sensor locations, are needed for the subsequent ASE
analysis for frequency response calculations and also for determination of damping and frequency
values. This is achieved by the STARS-ASE-FRESP submodule when the primary data input
relates to analog and/or digital controller blocks connectivity, associated transfer function polynomial
descriptions, as well as gain inputs, specifications for system outputs and inputs, and also
connection details between the plant and the blocks.
Section 2 provides a concise description of the STARS-SOLIDS module of the program, as well
as highlights of some of its important features, and section 3 depicts the data input procedure.
Section 4 provides summaries of input data and analysis results for a number of sample test cases
relevant to the module. Chapter 5 describes the various features of the newly created aeroelastic
(AERO) and ASE analyses capabilities, whereas chapter 6 provides data input details of various
related submodules. Finally, a representative, integrated aero-structural-control sample problem is
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2. STARS-SOLIDS PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The structure to be analyzed by STARS may be composed of any suitable combination of one-,
two-, and three-dimensional (1-, 2-, and 3-D) elements. The general features of the STARS-
SOLIDS module include the following:
1. A general-purpose, compact, finite element program.
2. Elements: bars, rods, beams, 3-D line elements, triangular and quadrilateral plane, plate,
shells, as well as sandwich panels and composite elements, tetrahedral and hexahedral solids.
3. Geometry: any relevant structure formed by a suitable combination of the elements in (2).
4. Material: general, isotropic, orthotropic, and anisotropic material.
5. Analysis: natural frequencies and mode shapes of usual and rotating structures with or
without structural damping, viscous damping, or both, including initial load (prestress) effect;
stability (buckling) analysis; dynamic-response analysis of usual and rotating structures; and static
analysis for multiple sets of mechanical and thermal loading.
Special features of the STARS program include the following:
1. Random data input within a subset.
2. Matrix bandwidth minimization.
3. Automatic node and element generation.
4. General nodal deflection boundary conditions.
5. Multiple sets of static load input.
6. Preprocessor and postprocessor.
7. Plot of initial geometry.
8. Plots of mode shapes, nodal deformations, and element stresses as a function of time,
as required.
Structural geometry is described in terms of the global and/or the local-global coordinate system
(GCS/LGCS) having a right-handed Cartesian set of X-, Y-, and Z-coordinate axes. Each structural
node is assumed to have six degrees of freedom (DOF) consisting of three translations, UX, UY,
UZ, and three rotations, UXR, UYR, UZR, which are the undetermined quantities in the associated
solution process. Details of some important features of the program are summarized below.
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2.1 NodalandElementDataGeneration
The STARSprogramprovidessimple linear interpolationschemesthat enableautomaticgenera-
tion of nodalandelementdata. Generationof nodaldatais dependenton the occurrenceof such
featuresasnodeslying on straightlines andcommonnodaldisplacementboundaryconditions,
whereasgenerationof elementdatais possibleif the finite elementmeshis repetitive in naturewith
elementspossessingcommonbasicelementalproperties. Theprogramenablesinput of data
employinga numberof rectangularlocal-globalcoordinatesystems(LGCS)relevant to various
substructures.
A separatepreprocessor,PREPROC,hasbeendevelopedfor automatedgenerationof nodal, ele-
ment,andotherassociatedinput datafor anycontinuum. Thepreprocessoris an interactivegraphics
structuresmodelingprogram. It is capableof generatingcomplexstructuresthroughduplication,
mirror imaging,andcross-sectioningof modularrepresentativestructures.
2.2 Matrix BandwidthMinimization
This featureenableseffectivebandwidthminimization of the stiffness,inertia, and all other
relevantsystemmatricesby reorderinginput nodalnumbers,taking into considerationfirst-order,as
well assecond-order,nodal connectivityconditions. With referenceto figure 5, theexistingnodal
numberingmaybemodified (ref. 2) to minimize bandwidthof associatedmatrices. Therefore,any
nodewith minimumfirst-order connectivitymaybechosenasthe startingnode. Accordingly, any
oneof nodes1,4, 7, 10,13,and16,all of whichhaveaminimumfirst-ordernodalconnectivityof two,
may beselectedasthefirst nodeto startthe nodalnumberingscheme.However,nodes1, 4, 10,and
13possessahighersecond-orderconnectivityconditionthando nodes7 and 16. For example,
nodesconnectedto node 1 (namelynodes2 and 18)are, in turn, connectedto a total of sevennodes,
whereassucha connectivitynumberfor eithernode7 or 16happensto beonly six. As such,either
node7 or 16maybechosenasthestartingnodefor therenumberingscheme.A revisednodal
numberingthat minimizesmatrix bandwidthis shownin parenthesesin figure 5. The present





















Figure 5. Bandwidth minimization scheme.
2.3 Deflection Boundary Conditions
The nodal displacement relationships may be classified as zero, finite, and interdependent
deflection boundary conditions (ZDBC, FDBC, and IDBC). Details of such a formulation are
provided in section 3.4. Thus, in addition to prescribed zero and finite displacements, the motion of
any node in a particular degree of freedom can be related in any desired manner to the motion of the
same or any other combination of nodes in any set of specified directions.
2.4 Prescribed Loads
A structure may be subjected to any suitable combination of mechanical and thermal loadings.
The loads in the mechanical category may be either concentrated at nodes or distributed. Thus,
uniform pressure may be applied along the length of fine elements acting in the direction of the local
y- and z-axes. Such uniform surface loads are assumed to act in the direction of the local z-axis of
the shell and solid elements, acting respectively on the shell and solid base surfaces.
8
The effectof thermalloadingcanbe incorporatedby theappropriateinput of datapertainingto
uniform elementtemperatureincreases,aswell asthermal gradients.
2.5 Static Analysis
Static analysis,performedby settingtheparameterIPROB= 8 in the input data,is effectedby
solving the setof linear simultaneousequations






= system elastic stiffness matrix
= nodal displacement vector
= external nodal load vector
= integer designating problem type (defined in section 3.1)
A multiple set of load vectors is represented by the matrix P incorporating effects of both mechanical
and thermal loading. The equations are solved once, initially by Gaussian elimination, and solutions
pertaining to multiple nodal load cases are obtained by simple back substitution.
2.6 Elastic Buckling Analysis
A buckling analysis is performed by solving the eigenvalue problem
(K E + _/KG)U = 0 (2)
in which K E and K G are elastic stiffness and geometric stiffness matrices, respectively; U represents
the buckled mode shapes and "f is the buckling load. This is achieved by setting IPROB = 9.
2.7 Free Vibration Analysis
The matrix equation of free vibration for the general case of a spinning structure with viscous and
structural damping is expressed (ref. 3) as
[KE(1 + i'g) + K G + K']U + (Cc+ CD)U + MLI = 0 (3)




= centrifugal force matrix
= Coriolis matrix
CD = viscous damping matrix
9
M = inertia matrix
g = structural dampingparameter
i* = imaginarynumber, _i-
Sucha structuremayhaveindividual nonrotatingand alsorotating componentsspinningwith
different spin ratesalongarbitrary axes.
Variousreducedsetsof equationspertainingto specificcasesof free vibration aregiven as
follows:
1. Free,undampedvibration of nonrotatingstructures(IPROB= 1):
KEU+ M[J = 0
2. Free, undamped vibration of spinning structures (IPROB = 2):
(4)
KU + C C U +M_I=0
with K = K E + K c + K'.
3. Free, damped vibration of spinning structures (IPROB = 4, 5), defined by equation (3).
4. Free, damped vibration of nonspinning structures (IPROB = 6, 7):
(5)
KE(1 + i'g) U + CDI:J + M[I = 0 (6)
The eigenvalue problem pertaining to the IPROB = 1 and 9 cases is real in nature, but the rest of the
above problems involve complex-conjugate roots and vectors. In the special case of a prestressed
structure, the matrix K o is automatically included in equation (6).
In addition, STARS solves the quadratic matrix eigenvalue problem (IPROB = 3) associated with
a dynamic element formulation (ref. 4),
[K E - 2L2M - _.4(M 2 - K4)]U = 0 (7)
which is quadratic in terms of the eigenvalues X = _2 and where both M 2 and K 4 are the higher
order dynamic correction matrices, X being the natural frequencies. This option is currently being
updated to include a number of elements.
Prestressed structures caused by initial loads may also be analyzed, in which case the relevant
eigenvalue problem for undamped structures has the form
(K E + K G - *2M)U = 0 (8)
10
in which thegeometricalstiffnessmatrix K G is a function of initial stresses; similar formulations are
obtained for structures with various forms of damping.
2.8 Dynamic Response Analysis
The modal superposition method is employed for the dynamic response analysis following the
computation of structural frequencies and modes. As an example, for a nonrotating, undamped
structure, the associated eigenvalue problem of equation (4) is first solved to obtain the first few
eigenvectors • and also the eigenvalues. The vectors may consist of a set of rigid body modes qbr
and a number of elastic modes Oe which are next mass-orthonormalized so that the matrix product
OTMO = [I] (9)
is a unit matrix. A transformation relationship
U = _rl (10)
is substituted in the dynamic equation
M[I + KU = P(t)
and when premultiplied by OT, yields a set of uncoupled equations
(11)
and
i_r = Or T P(t) (12)
_e + f_e= OWp(t) (13)
incorporating rigid body and elastic mode effects, respectively; P(t) is the externally applied, time-
dependent forcing function, and _12 is a diagonal matrix, with terms mi, o)i being the natural frequen-
cies. Solutions of equations (12) and (13) can be expressed in terms of Duhamel's integrals, which,
in turn, may be evaluated by standard procedures (ref. 5). In the present analysis, the externally
applied, time-dependent forcing function must be applied to the structure in appropriate small, incre-
mental steps of rectangular pulses. The forcing function may be either load or acceleration vectors;
the program also allows application of initial displacement and velocity vectors to the structure. For
spinning, as well as for damped, structures identified as IPROB = 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7, tgTare replaced by
their transjugate OT in the relevant dynamic response formulation.
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2.9 Shift Synthesis
The programprovidesspecialeigenvalueswitchingprovisionsin the analysisto ensurenum-
erical stability. Sucha problemmay beencounteredin theanalysisof aerospacestructures,which
aredesignedto be strongandlightweight. For example,the elementsof the massmatrix of equa-
tion (4) may havenumericalvaluesmuchsmaller thanthoseof the stiffnessmatrix. In suchcases,
the effectof the massmatrix in the (K - _.2M)y= 0 formulationmaybe insignificant. Suchaproblem
also occursin thepresenceof rigid body modescharacterizedby "zero" frequencies.An eigenvalue
shift strategy has been developed to accommodate such situations.
Thus, the eigenvalue problem pertaining to equation (4) representing the problem defined as
IPROB = 1 may be written as
(K - _.2M)y = 0 (14)
in which _vis the natural frequency of free vibration, and y is the eigenvector. The stiffness and mass
matrices must be suitably perturbed to handle rigid body modes and to maintain numerical stability
by negating effects of rounding error. Thus, equation (14) is rearranged as
[K +4 _I- (_+ 4) M] y : 0 (15)
or
(g,- _M)y = 0 (16)
in which
A A
K = K + 4M (17)
A






where IKi, ] and IMi, ] typically denote the norms of the diagonal elements and the number 10 7 relates
to the computational accuracy of the VAX 11 computer. Once the eigenvalue problem defined by
equation (16) is solved, the natural frequencies are simply obtained as
(22)
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A similarprocedureis adoptedfor the analysisof freevibrationproblemsdefinedby IPROB= 6 and
7, aswell asfor the buckling analysis(IPROB= 9).
In the caseof spinningstructures,a somewhatsimilar strategyis usedin perturbing appropriate
matricesto ensureeffectivecomputationof rigid body modes,aswell asnumericalstability.
2.10 Formulationfor Nodal CentrifugalForcesin Finite Elements
The STARSprogramcanperformdynamicanalysesof structureswith nonrotatingandrotating
partshavingdifferent spinrates. A generalderivationfor the in-planecentrifugalforcesgeneratedin
variouselementsdueto thearbitrary spin rate,alongwith relatedformulation of theassociated
normalcomponents,is givenin detail in reference6. Reference7 providesdetailsof a block Lanczos
algorithmdevelopedfor efficient, freevibrationanalysisof spinningstructures.
Oncethe nodalcentrifugal forceshavebeenderived,aspreviouslymentioned,andstoredin array
P, the elementstressesin the structurecausedby theseforcesaresimply obtainedby solving
equation(1) (repeatedhere for convenience),
KU = P
The stressesarenext utilized to derivethe structuralgeometricalstiffnessmatrix K G required for
solving the free vibration problems defined in section 2.7.
2.11 Material Properties
The structural material may be general in nature. Thus, the finite element material properties may be
isotropic, orthotropic, or anisotropic. In the most general case of solid elements having anisotropic
material properties, defined as material type 3, the stress-strain matrix is expressed as
_i =Ee (23)
with Ei,j being elements of the general material matrix of order 6 by 6, defining the relationship
between the stress vector _5 and the strain vector E. The elements of the upper symmetric half of the
E matrix, as well as coefficients of thermal expansion and material density consisting of 28
coefficients, are the required data input for the pertinent material type. In this connection, it may be
noted that the material data input is designed in such a way as to be quite general; the user may
easily incorporate effects of various related features, such as varying material axes orientation, by
appropriately calculating the elements of the material matrix. If the material is orthotropic, the input
scheme remains the same for the anisotropic case.
Material type 2 pertains to thin shell elements displaying anisotropic or orthotropic material
properties; it requires an input of 13 coefficients. For isotropic material classified as material type 1,
only four coefficients constitute the required input data.
The isotropic case for sandwich shell elements is designated as material type 4, whereas type 5
pertains to the corresponding orthotropic-anisotropic case.
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2.12 Output of AnalysisResults
A dynamicresponseanalysis,in general,yields an output of nodal deformations and element
stresses as appropriate functions of time. Additional printouts provide summaries of maximum
deformations and stresses/loads, as appropriate, as well as principal stresses and relevant angles.
For line elements, member endloads and moments constitute the usual output of results. In the case
of thin shell elements, the stresses _xx, t_y9 and _xy are calculated at the centroid of the element
and at both its top and bottom surfaces. For solid elements, all six components of stresses (gxx,
(_y_ _zz, t_xy, (_yz, (_zx) are computed at the center of the volume of the element. Since free vibration
analysis constitutes a vital preliminary for the dynamic response analysis, the natural frequencies
and associated modes are computed by the program and printed out, as desired. Similar results are
obtained for elastic buckling analysis. For static problems, the nodal displacements and element
stresses are computed for multiple-load cases.
Special printout options make possible a selective output of analysis results. Thus, such
computed data as stiffness and inertia matrices may be printed out, as desired. Initially, the program
automatically prints out the generated nodal coordinates, element data, and other relevant input
data. The POSTPROCESSOR program may be effectively used for color graphics depiction of
solution results.
2.13 Discussion
Additional analysis features such as finite, dynamic element discretizations, improved dynamic
analysis capabilities, and various efficient numerical techniques are continuously being implemented
in the program. A nonlinear analysis capability is also being developed in parallel. Improved
preprocessing and postprocessing of data, using E/S PS 390, DEC-VT, CIT, Tektronix, or other
graphics terminals, are being used to permit efficient modeling and analysis, as well as display, of
the results pertaining to practical structural problems.
An automatic data conversion program has also been developed to convert NASTRAN (ref. 8)























Various job-related descriptions, any number of input lines.
(STARS-SOLIDS)
First line input is required, and subsequent lines of input must have a C in the first
column; up to 80 characters per line are accepted.
NN, NEL, NMAT, NMECN, NEP, NET, NLGCS, NMANGL, NSTACK, MAXLEL
Format (FREE)






total number of nodes
total number of elements
total number of element material types
= number of material elastic constants, a maximum of numbers, as follows:
= 4, for isotropic material
= 13, for orthoiropic-anisotropic material for 2-D elements (shell, types 2, 3,
6, and 7)
= 10, for isotropic sandwich panel material (shell, types 2 and 3)
= 25, for orthotropic-anisotropic sandwich panel material (shell, types 2
and 3)
= 28, for orthotropic-anisotropic material for 3-D elements (solid, types 4
and 5)
w
total number of line element property types (element type 1)
total number of shell element thickness types (element types 2 and 3)
total number of local-global coordinate systems (LGCS)
total number of material angle types









MAXLEL = maximumnumberof layersin a compositeshellelement
NTMP, NPR,NSPIN, NC, NBUN, NLSEC,NCNTRL, NOUT, NEXP
Format (FREE)








total numberof elementuniform pressuretypes
total numberof different elementspin types
numberof setsof nodalloadsfor IPROB= 8
0, for IPROB= 1through7
1,for IPROB= 9
total numberof interdependentandfinite nodaldisplacementconnectivity
conditions(includesIDBC andFDBC in section2.3, beingequalto number
of linesof input)
total numberof line elementspecialendconditionsexcludingcommonly
occurringcasesof purely rigid or hinged ends
NCNTRL = total number of control surface rigid body modes used for ASE analyses;
may also be utilized for generating perfect rigid body modes
NOUT = total number of output nodes where direct modal interpolation is effected; to
be set to 0 for alternative interpolation scheme effected by GRIDCHG
program
NEXP = total number of uniform external in-plane pressures for membranes
IPROB, IEIG, IDRS, IBAN, IPLUMP, IMLUMP, INMM, IINTP
Format (FREE)
Data defining nature of required solution.
= index for problem type, to be set as follows:
= 1, undamped, free vibration analysis of nonspinning structures
= 2, undamped, free vibration analysis of spinning structures











= 4, free vibration analysis of spinning structures with diagonal viscous
damping matrix
= 5, as for IPROB = 4 with structural damping
= 6, free vibration analysis of nonspinning structures with general viscous
damping
= 7, as for IPROB = 6 with structural damping
= 8, static analysis of structures with thermal and multiple mechanical load
cases
= 9, elastic buckling analysis
= integer defining eigenproblem solution type
= 0, for solution based on a modified, combined Sturm sequence and inverse
iteration method
= 1, for an alternative solution technique based on a block Lanczos procedure
(recommended for computation of first few roots and vectors when the
lower bound PL = 0 for cases IPROB = 1, 2, 3, and 9)
= index for dynamic response analysis
= 0, no response analysis required
= 1, performs response analysis
= bandwidth minimization option
= 0, performs minimization
= 1, minimization not required
= -1, option to perform minimization only and exit
= index for nodal external loads
= 0, no load input
= 1, concentrated nodal load input for IPROB = 8 and 9, as well as for
IPROB = 1 through 7 for prestressed structures
= index for nodal lumped scalar mass
= 0, no lumped mass
= 1, lumped nodal mass input (IPROB = 1 through 7)
= index for nodal 6 by 6 mass matrix
= 0, no mass matrix
= 1, nodal mass matrix input (IPROB = 1 through 7)
= integer defining modal data for direct interpolation
= 0, no interpolation required
= 1, performs interpolation on STARS calculated modal data
= 2, performs interpolation on externally supplied modal data; for example,
GVS results
A dynamic response analysis is achieved by specifying appropriate values for IPROB and
IDRS; at end of problem solution, extensive options are available for plotting nodal defor-
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mations,mode shapes,and elementstressesby utilizing the postprocessorprogram
POSTPLOT.
Initial staticload (prestress)effect: in thecaseof dynamicproblems,the presenceof
nonzerovaluesof integersIPLUMP, NPR,and/orNTMP activatescomputationof
prestressingeffect.
3.1.5 IPREC,IPLOT, IPRINT, INDATA, IERCHK
Format (FREE)
1. Description: Additional basicdata.
2. Notes:
IPREC = specification for solution precision
= 1, single precision
= 2, double precision
IPLOT = index for graphics display
= 0, no plotting needed
= 1, performs display of input geometry; if satisfactory, a restart option
enables continuation of current analysis
IPRINT = output print option
= 0, prints final results output only
= 1, prints global stiffness (K), mass (M), damping or Coriolis (C) matrices,
as well as detailed output on deformations, stresses, and root convergence
characteristics
= 2, prints output as in IPRINT = 1, but omits K, M, and C matrices
= 3, output as in IPRINT = 0, but omits eigenvector printouts
INDATA = input data option
= 0, basic matrices are automatically computed
= 1, to read upper symmetric banded half of basic matrices K, M, and C from
user input files, row-wise
IERCHK = integer defining level of input data-error checks required by user
= 0, usual level of error checkouts
= 1, additional extensive data checkouts
Mass matrix: nodal lumped mass matrix is added to consistent mass matrix to evolve the final
mass matrix.
3.1.6 INDEX, NR, INORM, PU, PL, TOL
Format (FREE)
(Required if IPROB ;_ 8)










= indicator for numberof eigenvaluesandvectorsto becomputed
= 1, computesNR smallestroots (andvectors)lying within boundsPU, PL
= 2, computesall roots (andvectors)lying within boundsPU, PL
numberof roots to becomputed(anyarbitraryroot numberinput for
INDEX = 2)
= index for vectornormalization;anydesiredvectorrow number
= 0, normalizeswith respectto a scalarof displacementvectorY having
largest modulus








0, defaultsto 25.0E+ 08









(Requiredif IDRS = 1)
= indexfor initial displacement(U) andvelocity (V) input
= 0, no initial data




= total numberof setsof load or accelerationdatainput
= numberof setsof uniform time incrementsfor responsecalculation
(Requiredif IPROB= 5 or 7)




G = structural damping parameter
i* = imaginary number, _/-L-]- "
K = system stiffness matrix
Mll
Format (FREE)
1. Description: Half-bandwidth of K, M, or C.
3.1.10 ( (B(I,J), I = 1, N ), J = 1, NC )
Format (6E10.4)
1. Description: Load matrix of order N = NN*6.
3.1.11 ( (K(I,J), I = 1, Mll ), J = 1, N )
Format (6E10.4)
1. Description: Stiffness matrix.
(Required if INDATA = 1)
(Required if INDATA = 1 and IPROB = 8)
(Required if IN-DATA = 1
and IPROB = 1 through 8)
3.1.12 ( (M(I,J), J = 1, M11 ), I = 1, N )
Format (6E10.4)
(Required if INDATA = 1
and IPROB = 1 through 7)
1. Description: Mass matrix.
3.1.13 ((C(I,J), J = 1, Mll ),I-- 1, N)
Format (6E 10.4)
(Required if INDATA = 1
and IPROB = 2 through 5)
1. Description: Coriolis (IPROB = 2, 4, 5) or dynamic correction (IPROB = 3) matrix.
3.1.14 ( (CD(I,J), J = 1, M11 ), I = 1, N )
Format (6E 10.4)
(Required if INDATA = 1
and IPROB = 4 through 7)
1. Description: Viscous damping matrix.
2. General note:
Each set of data input in succeeding sections is preceded with a relevant comment
statement having a dollar sign ($) at the In'st column, followed by optional descriptive
words.
3. Note:




IN, X, Y, Z, UX, UY, UZ, UXR, UYR, UZR, ILGCS, IZDRCS, IINC
Format (I5,3E10.4,915)
Description: NN sets of nodal data input in GCS/LGCS, at random; table 1 provides a
description of the input data.





Nodal Nodal zero displacement coordinate ZDBC reference
coordinates boundary conditions (ZDBC) system type coordinate system
(x) 00 (z) (ux) (uY) (uz) (UXR) (UYR) COZR) 0LGCS) 0ZDRCS)










A right-handed Cartesian coordinate system (X, Y, Z) is to be chosen to define the
global coordinate system (GCS).
The asterisk (*) indicates required data input in GCS/LGCS.
Each structural node is assumed to have six degrees of freedom (DOF) consisting of
three translations, UX, UY, UZ, and three rotations, UXR, UYR, UZR, usually labeled
as displacement degrees of freedom 1, 2, 3, and 4, 5, 6, respectively.
For nodal zero displacement boundary conditions (ZDBC) defined in coordinate
system referred to as IZDRCS, set value to
= 0, for free motion,
= 1, for constrained motion.
For node generation by increment, set IINC
= 0, for no increment,
= I, to increment node number of previous input by I until current node number is
attained; coordinates of intermediate nodes are linearly interpolated.
In automatic node generation (note (e)), all relevant data of generated intermediate
nodes pertain to that of the last data set of the sequence.
Third-point nodes for line elements are assumed to lie on element local x-y plane and
may be chosen as any existing active node or dummy nodes with UX through UZR set
to 1.
h. Final data are automatically formed in increasing sequence of node numbers.
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3. Notes"
ILGCS = integerspecifyinglocal-globalcoordinatesystemnumber(setto 0 if datais
in GCS),defining nodaldata
IZDRCS = integerdefining zerodisplacementboundarycondition referencecoordinate
system(setto 0 for datain GCSor an ILGCS number)
3.2.3 $ LOCAL-GLOBAL COORDINATE SYSTEMDATA (Requiredif NLGCS_ O)
3.2.4 ILGCS, IDMOD
Format (215)








1. Description: NLGCS setsof local-globalcoordinatesystem(LGCS) definition data,
at random.
2. Notes:
IDMOD = integerspecifyingnatureof input data
= 1,input involvesglobal coordinatesof theorigin of theLGCS (XOR, YOR,
ZOR) andtwo datapoints (X2 throughZ3, pertainingto two points located
onLGCS X-axis andX-Y plane,respectively)in GCS
= 2, involvesinput of origin of LGCS (XOR, YOR, ZOR) andelementsof
directioncosinematrix of theLGCS
3. Specialnote:








Element data input may be at random within each data group.
$ ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY
IET, IEN, ND 1, ND2, ND3, ND4, ND5, ND6, ND7, ND8, IMPP, IEPP/ITHTH, ITMPP,
IPRR, IST, INC
Format (1615)
Description: NEL sets of element data input; definition of input data is given in table 2.
Table 2. Element data layout.
Node number for vertices
Element Element IEPP/
type number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 IMPP : ITHTH
(roT) (raN) (ND1) (ND2) fND3 ) (ND4) (NDS) (ND6) (ND7) (NDg)
Line (bars,
rod,,b_._. , , , _ _CI XEC2 V
3-D lines)
1
ITMPP IPRR IST INC
• X • • • •
Shell quadri-
lateral (plane,
plate, sh .... , * * * * A * t








hexahedron , , , , , , , , , ,
4
Solid








• • , • • [] ,
• • • • [] ,


















= dataasdefined;underelementtype 8, individual rigid elementsare
characterizedby appropriatedataentry
= third point nodefor elementtypes 1and 8
IECI = integerdefining line elementendconditionpertainingto endI
= 0, rigid-ended
= 1,pin-endedin threerotationaldegreesof freedom
= J,denotingspecialendconditionnumber,to be setgreaterthan1; for scalar
springs,setIEC1 to a negativevalue less than -1
IMPP = integerdefiningmaterialpropertytypenumber
IEPP(x) = integerdefining line elementproperty type
ITHTH('I') = integerdefining shell elementthicknesstype
ITMPP = integerdefining elementtemperaturetype
IPRR = integerdefining elementpressuretype






= integer for element generation by increment
= 0, no increment
= J, increments' node numbers of previous elements by J until current element
nodal numbers are reached
= ILGCS, integer defining LGCS associated with a zero-length scalar spring
element; defaults to GCS
= IMANG, integer defining material angle type number, suitable for layered
elements
= ISTACK, stack type number, used for integrated composite elements
(types 6 and 7)
= dependent degree of freedom at ND 1 to be rigidly connected to all six
degrees of freedom at ND2; rules concerning interdependence of nodes and
degrees of freedom are defined in section 3.4.4
= -1, if all six degrees of freedom at ND1 are involved
= 0, for pin-ended rigid bar elements
®
= integer defining prestress type
Rigid elements may be specified to span any length, including 0.
!i> i
i<<i:i
Rigid pin-ended bar elements may be simulated by setting IEC1 = IEC2 = 1.
In automatic element generation (see INC, above), the generated intermediate elements
acquire properties the same as the last element in current sequence. Also, a special
option enables repetitive use of an element with an input format (13, I2, 1515); the integer
IET is then replaced by NELN0 and IET, where NELN0 is the total number of similar
elements connecting the specified nodes.
Sandwich shell elements may be generated by individual inputs of membrane, bending,
and transverse shear effects. Furthermore, the composite shell elements consisting of
layered composites can be formed for varying stacks of materials.
For element type 8, defined by two nodes, if the first node has some ZDBC constraints,
the latter should also be applied to the second node.
3. Element description:
The various elements (fig. 6) and associated degrees of freedom are depicted as follows.
The global coordinate system (GCS) is represented by X, Y, Z, whereas x, y, z relates to
local coordinate system (LCS).
4. Notes:
a. A right-handed Cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) is to be chosen to define any
element local coordinate system (LCS).
b. Any node may be chosen as the first vertex of an element, the local x-axis being along
the line connecting vertices 1 and 2.
c. For line elements, the local x-y plane is defined as the plane contained by vertices 1,
2, and the specified third-point node.
d. The vertices of thin shell elements are usually numbered in a counterclockwise
sequence when observed from any point along the local positive z-axis, being also
utilized as plane and plate-bending elements, as appropriate.
eo For solid elements, the y-axis lies in the plane formed by vertices 1-2-3 and 1-2-3-4 for
the tetrahedral and hexahedral elements, respectively; the z-axis is perpendicular to
the x-y-plane, heading toward the fourth node for the tetrahedron and the plane
containing the other four nodes for the hexahedral element.
f. The vertices of the solid elements are also numbered in a counterclockwise sequence
when viewed from any point on the positive z-axis lying above the plane under
consideration; the fifth vertex of the hexahedron is to be chosen as the node directly
above vertex 1.
g° For layered composite shell element types 6 and 7, the layering sequence starts with






































(e) Tetrahedral solid element.








Since each node is assumed to possess six displacement degrees of freedom, any
individual structural form may be simply represented by suppressing appropriate
displacement terms. The following rules may be adopted:
Truss structures: to allow only two nodal translational deformations in the plane
of the structure; to use line elements.
Plane frame: all three in-plane displacements, namely, two translations and one
rotation, are retained in the formulation; to use line elements.
Plane stress/strain: displacement boundary conditions are similar to truss
structures; to use shell elements.
Plate bending: only the three out-of-plane displacements consisting of one
translation and two rotations are considered for the analysis; to use shell
elements.
Solid structures: the three translational degrees of freedom are retained in the
analysis; to use solid elements.
Shell, space frame: all six degrees of freedom are to be retained in the solution
process; to use shell and line elements, respectively.
Suppression of derived nodal motion may be achieved by using zero and interdependent
displacement boundary conditions (ZBDC, IDBC) defined in sections 3.2 and 3.4,
respectively.
$ COMPOSITE SHELL ELEMENT STACK DESCRIPTION DATA (Required for
composite shell elements (types 6 and 7), and only if NSTACK _ 0)
ISTACK, NLAYER
Format (215)
(IMATC(I), THCL(I), IMANGC(I), I = 1, NLAYER)
Format (15, El0.4, I5)
Description: NSTACK sets of composite shell element data.
Notes:
ISTACK = stack number
NLAYER = number of layers in the stack







THCL(I) = thickness of the composite layer
IMANGC(I) = integer specifying material angle type number (IMANG)
$ SPECIFICATION FOR MATERIAL AXES ORIENTATION
IMANG, IMAMD, ILGCS
Format (315)












IMAMD = integer defining material angle data input mode
= 1, involves input of elements of direction cosine matrix of material axes
with respect to LGCS/GCS (set ILGCS = 0 for data in GCS)
= 2, requires input of material axis angle (THETA) with shell element local
x-axis
ILGCS = integer specifying local-global coordinate system number (set to 0 if data is
in GCS)
THETA = material axis angle with respect to shell element local x-axis
$ LINE ELEMENT BASIC PROPERTIES
IEPP, A, JX, IY, IZ, SFY, SFZ
Format (15, 6E10.4)
1. Description:
(Required for line elements only)
2. Notes:
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NEP sets of line element basic property data in element local coordinate system
(LCS).
IEPP = integer denoting line element property type
A = area of cross section
JX = torsional moment of inertia about element x-axis
IY = moment of inertia about element y-axis
IZ = momentof inertia aboutelementz-axis
ii
SFY = A/ASY, shear area (ASY) factor along y-axis
SFZ = A/ASZ, shear area (ASZ) factor along z-axis
For no shear area effect, SFY and SFZ are to be set at 0.0.
3.3.11 $ LINE ELEMENT SPECIAL END CONDITIONS (Required for line elements only
if NLSEC _ 0)
3.3.12 ILSEC, (k(I), I = 1, 6)
Format (I5, 6E10.4)
1. Description: NLSEC sets of line element special end conditions data in LCS.
2. Notes:
ILSEC = element end condition type (to be set greater than 1), referring to members
attached to the nodes at its ends by flexible connections, or members with
free end degrees of freedom in LCS (corresponds to IEC1 and IEC2)
= set to a negative value, less than -1, for scalar springs connecting two
nodes (corresponds to IEC1)
k(I) = additional spring stiffness along Ith translational (x-, y-, and z-direction)
degree of freedom and actual rotational Ith spring stiffness (x, y, and z
rotational constraint)
= -2, for rigid rotational Ith constraint
= -1, for release of corresponding member end degree of freedom, relevant
also to ILSEC value set greater than 1
= stiffness values for scalar springs associated with a negative ILSEC value
less than -2
Such elements may have 0 or any finite length.
To simulate only specified end condition, set Young's modulus E = 0 for the corresponding
material type, IMPP.
3.3.13 $ SHELL ELEMENT THICKNESS (Required for shell elements
(types 2 and 3) only)
3.3.14 ITHTH, TM, TB, TS
Format (I5, El0.4)




ITHTH = element thicknesstype
TM = membraneelement thickness
TB = bendingelementthickness
TS = transverseshear element thickness
Above shell thickness pertains to sandwich elements; in the absence of data for TB and
TS, the shell element thickness T is taken as TM.
For consistent mass matrix formulation, shell thickness T is taken as TM.
$ ELEMENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES
IMPP, MT
Format (215)
E, MU, ALP, RHO (material type 1); or
Ell, El2, El4, E22, E24, E44, E55,
E56, E66, ALPX, ALPY, ALPXY, RHO (material type 2); or
Ell, E12, E13, El4, E15, E16, E22,
E23, E24, E25, E26, E33, E34, E35,
E36, E44, E45, E46, E55, E56, E66,
ALP 1, ALP2, ALP3, ALP4, ALP5, ALP6, RHO (material type 3); or
EM, EB, ES, MUM, MUB, MUS,
ALPM, ALPB, ALPS, RHO (material type 4); or
E11M, E12M, E14M, E22M, E24M, E44M,
E11B, E12B, E14B, E22B, E24B, E44B,
E55S, E56S, E66S, ALPXM, ALPYM, ALPXYM,
ALPXB, ALPYB, ALPXYB, ALPXS, ALPYS, ALPXYS, RHO
Format (4(7E 10.4,/))
(material type 5)
1. Description: NMAT sets of element material property data; the individual material matrices
are derived from the 6 by 6 symmetric matrix for general solid material.
2. Notes:
IMPP = material number
MT = material type
= 1, isotropic
= 2, orthotropic-anisotropic, shell elements
= 3, orthotropic-anisotropic, solid elements
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= 4, isotropic, sandwichshell elementsincorporatingindividual membrane,
bending,and transversesheareffects
= 5, orthotropic-anisotropicsandwichshellelementswith individual effects,
as above
E = Young's modulus
Ei,j = elementsof materialstress-strainmatrix (i = 1, 6 ; j = 1, 6)
MU = Poisson'sratio
ALP = coefficientof thermalexpansionfor isotropicmaterial
ALPX, ALPY,
ALPXY = coefficientsof thermalexpansion,shellelements
ALP1 through
ALP6 = coefficientsof thermalexpansion,solid elements
RHO = massperunit volume
For sandwichelements(materialtypes4 and 5), relevantnotationsdefining such
propertiesutilize a postscriptof M, B, or S for membrane,bending,or transverseshear
stiffness, respectively.
3.3.18 $ ELEMENT TEMPERATUREDATA (Requiredif NTMP _:O)
3.3.19 ITMPP, T, DTDY, DTDZ
Format (2(I5,3E10.4))





Element T DTDY DTDZ
type













= uniform temperature increase; relates to all elements
= temperature gradient along element local y-axis; relates to line elements
only
= temperature gradient along element local z-axis; relates to line and shell
elements
* = compatible input data
$ ELEMENT PRESSURE DATA
IPRR, PR
Format (5(I5,E10.4))






(Required if NPR _ O)
IPRR = element pressure type
PR = uniform pressure
Pressure directions for line elements: uniform pressure is allowed in local y- and z-
direction only, and the program calculates as input both end loads and moments; while
pressure corresponding to a In'st nodal input pertains to y-direction, a subsequent input for
the same node signifies pressure acting in the z-direction.
Pressure directions for shell elements: uniform pressure is allowed in local z-direction
only; the program computes nodal load input.
Pressure directions for solid elements: uniform pressure is allowed on base surfaces
defined by nodes 1-2-3-4 and 1-2-3 for hexahedral and tetrahedral elements, respectively,
acting in local z-direction; the program computes nodal load input data.
$ PRESTRESSED RECTANGULAR MEMBRANE ELEMENT DATA
(Required if NEXP _ 0)
IIEXP, SX, SY
Format (I5,2E10.4)
NEXP sets of prestressed membrane stress data.
= integer defining stress combination type








3.4 Data in Global or Local-Global Coordinate System
Data input may be at random within each data group.
$ ELEMENT SPIN RATE DATA
NSPIN sets of spin data.
°
.
IST, SPX, SPY, SPZ, ILGCS




SPX, SPY, SPZ =
(Required if NSPIN e 0)
ILGCS
$ DISPLACEMENT BOUNDARY CONDITION DATA
INI, IDOFJ, INIP, IDOFJP, CONFCT, IDRCS, NDBCON











components of element spin rate in global/local-global X-, Y-, and
Z-directions, respectively
= local-global coordinate system number, as defined in section 3.2.2
(Required if NBUN _ 0)
NBUN sets of nodal interdependent displacement boundary condition (IDBC)
data.
node number I
Jth DOF associated with node I
node number r
J'th DOF associated with node I'
connectivity factor
displacement boundary condition reference coordinate system
integer defining displacement boundary condition increment
0, no increment
an integer, to increment IDOFJ and IDOFJP by 1 until IDOFJ reaches
NDBCON value
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,J and J' vary between 1 and 6.
Additional notes:
The nodal displacement boundary conditions' relationship is expressed as
Ui,j = am,n Um,n
- ai,jWi,j + ai,,j'Ui',j'+ ...
The input scheme is shown in table 4.
Table 4. Data layout for displacement boundary, conditions.
Node DOF Node DOF Connectivity
1 2 coefficient
i j i' j' ai',j'
i j i j ai,j
i j i j 0
in which















j,j' = degrees of freedom,
ai,j, ar,j' = connectivity coefficients.
IDBC, FDBC, and ZDBC are, respectively, the interdependent, finite, and zero
displacement boundary conditions. The ZDBC may also be conveniently implemented by
following the rules given in table 1, which is generally recommended for such cases. It
should be noted that the dependent degrees of freedom appearing in columns 1 and 2 may
not appear subsequently in columns 3 and 4 as independent degrees of freedom.
However, the independent degrees of freedom may be subsequently related.
$ NODAL LOAD DATA
IN, IDOF, P, IDOFE
Format (215, El0.4, 15)
1. Description:
2. Notes:
(Required if IPLUMP ¢ 0)
NC sets of nodal force data.








IDOF and IDOFE are, respectively, the start and end degrees of freedom assigned with
the same P value; default value for IDOFE is IDOF.
P = nodal load
Each data set is to be terminated by setting a negative value for IN.
$ NODAL MASS DATA
IN, IDOF, M, IDOFE
Format (215, El0.4, 15)
Description:
Notes:
M = nodal mass
Nodal lumped mass data.
Other definitions are as in section 3.4.6.
$ NODAL MASS MATRIX IN LGCS/GCS
IN, ILGCS
Format (215)
(VNMDAT(I), I = 1, 36)
Format (6(6E10.4,/))
Description: User input of 6 by 6 nodal mass matrix.
Notes:
(Required if IMLUMP ¢ O)
(Required if INMM ¢ 0)
The user may input data for only the upper symmetric elements; numbers in lower half
may be set to zero as the program automatically symmetrizes the matrix.
For data in GCS, set LGCS = 0.
Each data set is to be terminated by setting a negative value for IN.
$ NODAL INITIAL DISPLACEMENT AND VELOCITY DATA
IN, IDOF, UI, VI
Format (215, 2E15.5)
Initial displacements and velocities data.
(Required if IUV = 1







IN = node number
IDOF = degree of freedom
UI = initial displacement value
VI = initial velocity value
Data set is terminated if IN is read as -1.











(Required if NTTS _ 0 and IDRS = 1)
NTTS sets of dynamic nodal load (IDDI = 1) or acceleration (IDDI = 2) input
data.
TZ = time-duration of load application
PZ = nodal force or acceleration data
Each data set is terminated by setting IN value to -1; other definitions are as given in
section 3.4.6.
$ INCREMENTAL TIME DATA FOR RESPONSE CALCULATION (Required if
NDELT _ 0 and IDRS = 1)
DELT, IDELT
Format (E15.5, I5)





= uniform incremental time step
= total number of uniform time steps in the data set
3.5.1
3.5 Additional Basic Data
$ VISCOUS DAMPING DATA (Required if IPROB = 4 or 5)
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i:





User input of diagonal viscous damping matrix.
C = diagonal viscous damping matrix
N = order of matrix












IPROB = 6 or 7)
Proportional viscous damping formulation C = ALPHA*K + BETA*M
ALPHA and BETA are damping parameters.
K and M are system stiffness and mass matrices.
$ USER INPUT OPTION FOR VISCOUS DAMPING MATRIX (Required if IPROB = 6
or 7 and ALPHA and BETA set to 0)
( (C(I,J), J = 1, Mll ),I= 1, 6)
Format (6E10.4)
NN sets of user input of banded viscous damping matrix C(N,M11) in blocks of
six rows of bandwidth M11, one row at a time (N = 6*NN).
Data file must conform to IDBC, FDBC, and ZDBC, inherent in the problem.
$ MEASURED MODAL DATA INPUT
(INODM(I), (DISPLM(I,J), J = 1,6), I = 1, NN )
Format (I5, 6E10.4)
Description: Measured modal displacement data input, NR sets of data.
Notes:
Each data set to be terminated by setting INODM(I) value to -1.








$ OUTPUT POINTS SPECIFICATION FOR DIRECT INTERPOLATION OF MODAL
DATA
(IOUTP(I), (ICONP(I,J), J = 1, 6 ), I = 1, NOUT)
Format (715)








(Required if NOUT _ 0)
IOUTP(I) = output points on AERO interpolation lines
ICONP(I,J) = STARS finite element nodes whose deflections will be averaged to
calculate the deflection value at the interpolation point
$ RIGID CONTROL MODES DATA INPUT
INS, IDOF, DISP, INE, ININC
Format (215, El0.4, 215)
Modal displacement data for NCNTRL number of modes.
(Required if NCNTRL e 0)
= starting and end node numbers; default value for INE is INS
= degree of freedom, a value between 1 and 6
= associated displacement
= integer defining nodal incremental value; to increment INS by ININC until
INE is attained
Each data set is to be terminated by setting INS value to -1.
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4. SAMPLE PROBLEMS (STARS-SOLIDS)
This sectionprovidesthe input data,aswell as relevantoutputs,of 12 typical test cases
involving static, stability, free vibration, anddynamicresponseanalysesof representative
structures. Theinput dataarepreparedin accordancewith theproceduresdescribedin section3.
Details of suchanalysesare in the descriptionsthat follow in which eachstructuralgeometryis
describedin a right-handed,rectangularcoordinatesystem,and the associatedinput dataaredefined
in consistentunit form.
4.1 SpaceTruss: Static Analysis
The static analysisof the spacetrussdepictedin figure 7 (ref. 9) wasperformedto yield nodal
deformationsandelementforces. A loadof 300lb actsatnode7 along theaxialdirection of the
memberconnectingnodes7 and9; anotherloadof 500 lb is appliedat node 10in thedirectionof the
structuralbasecenterline. Also, the threemembersin the uppertier of the structurearesubjectedto
auniform temperatureincreaseof 100%Two rigid elementsare,however,introducedbetweennodes











Figure 7. Space truss.
= 1.0x 107
= 0.3
= 12.5 x 10-6
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STARSinput data:






1 0.0 72.0 0.0
2 0.0 -72.0 0.0
3 124.68 0.0 0.0
4 13.86 48.0 72.0
5 13.86 -48.0 72.0
6 96.972 0.0 72.0
7 27.708 24.0 144.0
8 27.708 -24.0 144.0
9 69.276 0.0 144.0
I0 41.568 0.0 216.0
ii 144.0 36.0 0.0
$ _ C_TY
1 1 1 4 II 1 1
1 2 2 4 II 1 1
1 3 2 5 Ii 1 1
1 4 3 5 ii 1 1
1 5 3 6 ii 1 1
1 6 3 4 Ii 1 1
1 7 4 5 II 1 1
1 8 5 6 II 1 1
1 9 6 4 ii 1 1
1 10 4 7 Ii 1 1
1 ii 5 7 II 1 1
8 12 5 8 ii
1 13 6 8 ii 1 1
1 14 6 9 ii 1 1
1 15 6 7 ii 1 1
1 16 7 8 ii 1 1
1 17 8 9 Ii 1 1
8 18 9 7 ii 1 1
1 19 7 i0 ii 1 1
1 20 8 10 ii 1 1
1 21 9 i0 ii 1 1
$ LIh_ EIIIM£NP BASIC PNO_ES
1 0.01389
$ _ M_TERIAL PROPERTIES
1 1
10.OE6 0.3 12.5E-O6
$ _ _MPERAII;RE DA_I_
1 I00.0





1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0
























STARS analysis results - nodal deformations and element stresses:
LG_ CA.._ NO. 1
NODE
EXT IN/ X_I_L. Y_I_L. Z_I_L. X-F4UIN. Y-Rf)'11q. Z-4AOTN.
1 1 0.O00000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 O.O00000E+00
2 2 O.O00000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00
3 3 O.O00000E+O00.O00000E+00 0.000000E+00 O.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0
4 4 -0.302075E+00 0.233780E+00 -0.331469E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
5 5 -0.294402E+00 0.233737E+00-0.297469E+00 -0.533925E-01 --0.976475E-01 -0.252952E+00
6 6 -0.358100E+00 0.344029E+00 0.558126E+00 0.O00000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0
7 7 -0.161162E+01 0.575101E+00 -0.385535E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.O00000E+O0
8 8 -0.125416E+01 0.575116E+00 -0.226667E+00 -0.533925E-01 --0.976475E-01 -0.252952E+00
9 9 -0.143291E+01 0.884640E+00 0.696849E+O0 O.000000E+00 O.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00
10 I0 --0.460499E+01 0.916627E+00 0.131711E+00 0.000000E+00 O.O00000E+00 O.000000E+00
ii ii O.O00000E+O0 0.O00000E+00 0.O00000E+00 0.000000E+00 O.O00000E+O0 0.O00000E+O0
12 12 O.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 O.O00000E+O0 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
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FIIKMEN£ STRESSES
E_ EhDI END2 F,AD3 EM]4 PXl/PX2
NO. SXT
K_D5 END6 END7 EhD8 _<X
PY1/FY2 PZI/PZ2 MX1/MX2 MYI/MY2 r</.',./_£2
SYT SXYT SXB SYB SXYB
SYY SZZ SXY SYZ SZX
1 1 4 0.785575E+03 0.000000E+00 0. 000000E+00 0. O00000E+00 0. 000000E+00 0. OOOOOOE_ O0
-0.785575E+03 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0. 000000E+00 0. 000000£+00
2 4 -0.756511E-O2 0.0ODOOOE+00 0.00000OE+O0 O. 000000E+00 O. DO00OOE+O0 0. 000000E+00
0.756511E-O2 0. 000000E+00 0. CO000OE+00 0. 000000E+O0 0. O00000E+00 0. 000000E+O0
2 5 0.464123E+03 O. 000000E+00 0. 000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0. 000000E+00 O. 000000E+O0
-0.464123E+03 0.000000E+00 0. 000000E+00 0. O00000E+O0 0. 0000OOE+00 0. OO00OOE+00
3 5 0.807432E-01 0. O00000E+00 0. 000000E+00 O. 00000OE+OO O.OO0000E+O0 0.000000£_ 00
-O. 807432E-01 0.000000E+00 0. 000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.O00000E+00 0. 00000OE_ O0
3 6 -O.I16939E+04 O. O00000E+00 0. O00000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000005400
0.I16939E+04 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.00000OE+00 0.000000E+00 C, O00(XOE<]0
3 4 -0.146366[:+03 0. O00000E+O0 O. O00000E+00 0. O00000E+00 O. O00000E+00 0. O000O0E400
0.146366E+03 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 O. O00000E+00 O. O00000E+00 0.000000E+00
4 5 -0.627136E--01 0.000000E+00 O. 000000E+00 O. 000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 O. 0000OOE400
0.627136E-O1 0.000000E÷O0 O. 000000E+00 O. 000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 O. O00000E+00
5 6 O. 177002E-O2 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0. OO00OOE+00 O. OOOO00E+O0
-0.177002E-02 O. 000000E+00 O. 00000OE+O0 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0
6 4 0.150008E+03 O. O0000OE+00 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+O0 O. 000000E+00 0.000000E+O0
-O. 150008E+03 O. 000000E+OO 0.00000OE+OO O. O0000OE+00 O. O00000E+00 0. OO0(?O0E, 00
I0 4 7 0.705240E+03 O. 000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0. O00000E+O0 O. 000000E+O0 0.0000OOE+ 00
-0.705240E+03 0.000000E+00 0. OOOOOOE÷O0 O. 000000E+00 0. O00000E+00 0. OOOOOOE÷O0
11 5 7 0.452271E-O1 O. 000000E+O0 0.000000E+00 O. 000000E÷00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
-0.452271E-01 0.00000OE+00 O. O0000OE+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00
12 5 8 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 O. 000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 O. O00000E+00
0. O0000OE+00 0.000000E+00 O. 000000E+00 O. 000000E+00 0. QOOOOOE+O0 O. 000000E+00
13 6 8 -O.180786E+00 O. O00000E+00 0.000OOOE+00 0.000000E+O0 0.0000OOE+OO 0. O00000E+00
0.180786E+00 0.000000E+00 O. 000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 O. O000OOE+O0 0.O00000E+00
14 6 9
-0.927916E+03 0.000000E+00 O. 000000E+O0 0. O00000E+O0 O. O000OOE+O0 O. O00000E+O0
0.927916E+03 0.000000E+00 O. 00QOOOE+00 0.000000E+00 0. O00000E+00 O. 00OOOOE÷O0
15 6 7 -0.321364E+03 O. 000000E÷00 O. O00000E+O0 0.000000E+00 O. 000000E+O0 O. O00000D O0
0.321364E÷03 O. O00000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000OOOE+00 0.000000E+O0 O. 000000£ ,OO
16 7 8 0.424805E-01 O. 000000E+00 O. 00000OE+00 0. 00000OE+00 0. 000000E+00 0.000000E+ 00
-0.424805E-O1 0.000000E+00 0. 000000E+O0 0. 00000OE+00 0. O00000E+O0 0. 000000E _O0
17 8 9 0.8374 O2E-01 0.000000E+00 O. 000000E+00 0. O00000E+00 0. 0000OOE+O0 0, 000000E ÷O0
-O.837402E-O1 0.000000E+00 O. 000000E+O0 0. O00000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0. O00000E+00
18 9 7 0. O000OOE+O0 0.000000E+00 0.00OOOOE+O0 0.000000E+00 O. 0000OOE+O0 0.000000E400
0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 O. 000000E+O0 0.000000E÷00 O. 00000OE÷00 O. O00000E+O0
19 7 i0 0.290373E+03 0.000000E+00 O. 0000OOE+O0 O. O00000E+O0 O. O000OOE+O0 O. O00000E+00
-0.290373E+03 0. O000OOE+00 O. 000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00 O. O000OOE+O0
20 8 I0 0.290373E+03 0. O000OOE+00 0.000000E+00 0. O00000E+O0 0.000000E+00 0.0000OOE+O0
--O.290373E+03 0.000000E+00 0.00OOOOE+O0 0. O00000E+O0 O. 000000E+O0 0.0000OOE+00
21 9 I0 -0.1 i0159E+04 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0. O00000E+O0 0.000000E+O0
0.II0159E+O4 0.0OO000E+00 0, 000000E+00 0. O00000E+O0 0.00000UE+O0 0.000000E÷O0
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4.2 Space Frame: Static Analysis
A space frame with rigid connections, shown in figure 8 (ref. 10), is subjected to nochd forces mlct



































1 1 1 2 6 0 0
1 2 2 3 6 0 0
1 3 3 4 6 0 0
1 4 3 5 6 0 0
$ LINE ELEMENT BASIC PRD_ES
1 25.13 125.7 62.83
$ _ M_TERIAL PRO_ES
1 1
30.24E06 0.2273







0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
120.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
120.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
120.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
120.0 1 1 1 1 1 1







IZ_D CA._ NO. 1
NODE
EXT INT X-DISPL. Y-DISPL. Z-DISPL. X-RDIN. Y-ROIN. Z-ROTN.
1 i 0.000000E+00 O.O00000E+O00.000000E+O0 0.00000OE+00 O.O00000E+O0 0.000000E+00
2 2 -0.125288E+00 0.347953E+00 0.196027E-O4 -0.239969E-02 -0.121545E-02 0.323397E-O2
3 3 -0.125397E+00 0.I03330E-03 -0.804946E-01 -0.580122E-03 -0.283265E-03 0.910380E-03
4 4 O.000000E+O0 0.000000E+OO O.0OO00(E+O0 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.OCOCOOE+00
5 5 0.000000E+O00.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
6 6 O.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 O.0OO000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.O00000E+00
_S
EII24F/qr _%DI END2 END3 END4 P)CLq:gC2 PYIIPY2 PZlIPZ2 MXI/NX2 MYI/MZ2 _I/MZ2
NO. SXT SYT SXYT SXB SYB SXYB





-0.124139E+03 -0.931688E+03 0.261767E+04 -0.417341E+05 -0.193156E+06 -0.785065E405
0.124139E+03 0.931688E+03 -0.261767E+04 0.417341E+05 -0.120964E+06 -O.332961E+05
-0.690813E+03 0.232395E+03 -0.129390E+04 0. 234814E+05 0.397457E+05 0. 255969E+05
0.690813E+03 -0.232395E+03 0.129390E+04 -0.234814E+05 0.I15522E+06 0.229051E+04
-0. 654366E+03 O. 523179E+03 -0.980653E+03 0.365551E+04 O. 437120E+05 0. 234344E+05
0.654366E+03 -0.523179E+03 0.980653E+03 -0.365551E+04 0.739664E+05 0.393472E+05
0.654366E+03 0.131882E+04 0.249337E+04 -0.365551E+04 -O.164730E+06 0.870856E+05
-0.654366E+03 -0.131882E+04 -0.249337E+04 0.365551E+04 -O.134475E+06 0.711728E÷05
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4.3 Plane Stress: Static Analysis
Figure 9 (ref. 11) depicts the finite element model of the symmetric half of a deep be_tna subjected
to a concentrated load. Figure 10 shows the deformed shape of the structure.
PI2
Important data parameters:












62 63 64 65
'x _.
Figure 9. Deep beam
Young's modulus, E = 30 x 106
Poisson's ratio, I.t = 0.2
Nodal load, P = 10,000





PLANE STRESS _ - TEZCAN





1 0. O. O. 0 0 1 1 1 0
55 18. 0. 0. 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 6
61 20. 0. 0. 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 0. 2. 0. 0 0 1 1 1 0
62 20. 2. 0. 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 6
3 0. 4. O. 0 0 1 1 1 0
63 20. 4. 0. 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 6
4 0. 6. 0. 0 0 1 1 1 0
64 20. 6. 0. 0 0 1 I 1 0 0 0 6
5 0. 8. O. 0 0 1 1 1 0
65 20. 8. O. 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 6
6 O. i0. O. 0 1 1 1 1 1
66 20. I0. 0. 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 6
$ _ C(I',_ClqVITY
2 1 1 7 8 2 0
2 i0 55 61 62 56
2 ii 2 8 9 3
2 20 56 62 63 57
2 21 3 9 i0 4
2 30 57 63 64 58
2 31 4 I0 II 5
2 40 58 64 65 59
2 41 5 Ii 12 6
2 50 59 65 66 60
$ S_:/L _ THICK__.SS
1 0.I 0.i 0.i
$ ELEMF/NT MATER/AL PROPERTIES
1 1
30.006 0.2
S NCDAL IZI_D DA_
6 1 5000.
-i
0 0 0 1 i








































X-DI S_L. Y-DISPL. Z-DISPL. X-RfTIN. Y-JKTIN. Z-RfTEN.
0.643004E-02 0.784168E-O3 0.0000000+00 0.0000OOE+00 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00
0.686331E-02 0.806537E-03 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000000+00 0.O00000E+00
0.736951E-02 0.882648E-03 0.0000000+00 O.000000E+00 O.O00000E+O0 0.O00000E+00
0.814826E-02 0.991451E-03 0.0000000+00 O.000000E+00 0.0000000+00 O.O00000E+00
0.942354E-02 0.984274E-03 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00 O.O00000E+00 0.O00000E+00
0.135581E-01 0.000000E+00 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
0.645125E-02 0.339509E-03 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000000+00 O.O00000E+O0
0.685836E-02 0.327585E-03 0.000000E+O0 O.000000E+00 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00
0.735772E-O2 0.281376E-03 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
0.810701E-02 0.135669E-03 0.0000000+00 0.0OO000E+00 0.0000000+00 0.O00000E+00
0.944763E-02--0.202705E-03 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+OO 0.0000000+00 O.000000E+00
0.I06295E-01 0.000000E+00 O.O00000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00
0.650795E-02-0.353817E-04 0.0000000+00 0.OO0000E+O0 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00
0.683854E-02-0.546589E-04 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+O0 0.0000000+00 0.0OO000E+00
0.730059E-02-0.III159E-03 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00 0.C000000+00 0.000000E+00
0.797687E-02-0.215918E-03 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00
0.877384E-02-0.212967E-03 0.0000000+00 0.O00000E+O0 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0
0.919536E-02 O.O00000E+O0 0.0000(M_+00 0.O00000E+O0 0.0000000+00 0.O00000E+O0
0.654701E--02-0.242513E-03 0.0000000+00 O.O00000E+O0 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00
0.675883E-02-0.242862E-03 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000000+00 O.O00000E+00
0.714184E-02-0.252697E-03 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000000+00 O.000000E+00
0.764636E-02--0.249769E-03 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00
0.812575E-02-0.171392E-03 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00
0.833486E-02 0.000000E+O0 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00 0.0000000+00 O.O00000E+00
0.649748E-02-0.274906E-03 0.0000000+00 0.000000E+00 0.(]000000+00 0.000000E+00
0.659352£-02-0.248456E-03 0.OgOOOCE+O00.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 O.O00000E+00
0.688814E-02 -0.219499E-03 0.0000000+00 0.O00000E+O0 0.0000000+00 O.O00000E+O0
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28 28 0.726972E-02 -O.181145E-03 O.000000E+00 O.000000E+O00.O00000E+00 O.O00000E+00
29 29 0.759755E-O2 -0.I08600E-03 O.O00000E+O00.O0000OE+00 O.O00000E+O00.O00000E+00
30 30 0.772861E-O20.000OOOE+00 O.O00000E+O0 0.00000OE+O00.O00000E+O00.O00000E+O0
31 31 0.631290£-02 -0.176818E-O30.000000E+O0 0.00000OE+O00.O00000E+O00.000000E+O0
32 32 0.633246E-O2-0.125004E-O3 0.000000E+00 0.00000OE+00 0.000000E+O0 0.000(300£+00
33 33 0.658259E-02 -0.845376E-O4 0.000000£+00 0.000000E+00 O.O00000E+00 O.000000E+00
34 34 0.691461E-02 -0.587820E-O4 O.O00000E+00 0.00000OE+O00.OO0000E+O0 0.000000E+00
35 35 0.718,585E-02 -0.332733E-04 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0
36 36 0.728973E-O2 0.000000E400 0.00000OE+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00
37 37 0.596216E--02 -0.453016E-O60.O00000E+O0 0.00000OE+O0 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
38 38 0.596853E-02 0.743781E-O4 0.000000E+O0 0.00000OE+OO 0.00000OE+O0 0.OOOOOOE+00
39 39 0.625301E-02 0.I04449E-03 0.000000E+00 0.00000OE+00 0.000000E+00 0.O00000E+00
40 40 0.661288E-O2 0.854564E--O4 0.00000OE+O0 0.00000OE+00 0.00QOOOE+O0 0.000000E+00
41 41 0.688862E-02 0.441688E-O4 0.000000E+00 0.00000OE+00 0.000000E+00 O.0000OOE+00
42 42 0.69900DE-02 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00
43 43 0.539932E-02 0.206086E-03 0.000000£+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
44 44 0.548947E-02 0.303468E-03 O.000000E+00 O.000000E+00 0.O00000E+00 O.O00000E+00
45 45 0.592653E-O2 0.294909E--03 0.000000E+00 O.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.O00000E+O0
46 46 0.639034E-02 0.206152E-O3 0.000000E+00 0.O00000E+O0 0.000000E+00 O.O00000E+O0
47 47 0.670621E-02 0.983889E-O4 0.O00000E+O0 0.O00000E+O0 0.000000E+00 0.O00000E+O0
48 48 0.681496E-02 O.000000E+00 0.000000£+00 O.O00000E+00 0.000000E+00 O.000000E+00
49 49 0.451550E-02 0.39z1097E-03 0.O00000E+00 0.O00000E+00 0.O00000E+O0 O.000000E+O0
50 50 0.489274E-02 0.491623E-03 O.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
51 51 0.565929E-O2 0.394860E-O3 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
52 52 0.627523E-02 0.214191E-03 0.O00000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0
53 53 0.662510E-O2 0.879983E-O4 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
54 54 0.673927E--O2 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000£+00 0.000000E+00
55 55 0.300094E-O2 0.378987E-03 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E÷00 O.000000E+O0
56 56 0.427165E-02 0.504907E-03 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 O.000000E+00
57 57 0.557725E-02 0.139993E-O3 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00
58 58 0.624712E-02-0.457609E-O6 0.O00000E+O0 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 O.O00000E+00
59 59 0.660310E-02-0.241771E-O4 0.000000E+00 O.O00000E+00 0.000000E+O0 O.000000E+00
60 60 0. 671494E-02 O. 000000E+00 O. O00000E+00 O. 00000OE+O0 0. 000000E+O00.O00000E+O0
61 61 0.O00000E+00 0.O00000E+00 O.O00000E+O00.ODOOOOE+O0 O.00000DE+00 0.000000E+00
62 62 0.430391E-O2 -O.765803E-O3 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.0000OOE+00
63 63 0.554128E-02 -0.654390E-O3 O.000000E+00 0.00000OE+00 0.000000E+O0 0.0000OOE+00
64 64 0.623057E-02 -0.44599OE-03 O.000000E+00 O.O00000E+OO O.00000DE+O0 0.0000C,X)E+00
65 65 0.657645£-02 -O.226519E-03 0.O00000E+00 O.O0000OE+00 O.00000DE+O0 0.00OCE_OE+00
66 66 0.668556E-02 0.0OOOOOE+00 0.00OOOOE÷00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.0000OOE+00
EJ.IMEN£ _
END1 END2 EhD3 EN94 PXI/PX2 PYI/PY2 PZl/PZ2 NMI,9_2 MZI/MZ2 MZI/MZ2
NO. SXT SYT SXYT SXB SYB SXYB
END5 END6 _D7 ESD8 _D(X SYY SZZ _' SYZ SZX
1 1 7 8 2 0.143381E÷03 0.107015E+03 -0.260105E+03 0.143381E+03 0.I07015E+03 -0.260105E403
2 7 13 14 8 0.239308E+03 -0.186143E+03 --0.607174E+02 0.239308E+03 -O.186143E+03 -0.607174E+02
3 13 19 20 14 -0.348179E÷03 -0.216836E+03 0.459590E+03 -O.348179E÷03 -0.216836E+03 0.459590E÷03
4 19 25 26 20 -O.163769E+O4 -0.131780E+03 O.843353E+03 --O.163769E+04 -O.131780E+03 0.843353E+03
5 25 31 32 26 -0.335925E+04 -O.848665E+02 0.I05358E+04 -O.335925E+04 -O.848665E+02 0.I05358E+04
6 31 37 38 32 -0.53855OE+04 -O.127262E+03 0.125524E+04 -0.538550E+04 -O.127262E+03 0.125524E+04
7 37 43 44 38 -0.787078E+04 -O.282554E+03 0.166298E+04 -0.787078E+04 -O.282554E+O3 0.166298E+04
8 43 49 50 44 -O.I12623E+05 -0.790639E+03 0.263614E+04 -0.I12623E+05 -O.790639E+03 0.263614E404
9 49 55 56 50 -0.163355E+05 -0.159126E+04 0.514415E+04 -0.163355E+05 -O.159126E+04 0.514415E_04
10 55 61 62 56 -0.241927E+05 -0.963766E+04 0.122654E+05 -0.241927E+05 -O.963766E+04 0.122654E{05
ii 2 8 9 3 -0.840131E+02 0.207460E+03 -0.233322E+03 -O.840131E+O2 0.207460E+03 -0.233322E+03
12 8 14 15 9 -0.761663E+03 -0.922655E+03 0.583229E+03 -0.761663E+03 -O.922655E+03 0.583229E÷03
13 14 20 21 15 --O.196667E+04 -0.890847E+03 0.161039E+04 -O.196667E+04 -O.890847E+03 0.161039E+04
14 20 26 27 21 -O.324356E+04 -0.,505300E+03 0.220385E+04 -O.324356E+O4 -O.505300E+O3 0.220385E÷04
15 26 32 33 27 -0.431822E+04 -0.342976E+03 0.250988E+04 -0.431822E+04 -0.342976E+03 0.250988E404
46
16 32 38 39 33 -0.530784E+04 -O.532538E+03 0.288429E+04 -O.530784E+04 -0.532538E+03 0.288429E+04
17 38 44 45 39 -O.625965E+04 -O.I09058E+04 0.356589E+04 -0.625965E+04 -0.109058E+04 0.356589E'0/,
18 44 50 51 45 -0.691433E+04 -O.217278E+04 0.466161E+04 -O.691433E+O4 -0.217278E+04 0.466161E÷0_
19 50 56 57 51 -O.621450E+O4 -0.470548E+04 0.572053E+04 -O.621450E+O4 -0.470548E+O4 0.572053E+04
20 56 62 63 57 -0.425137E+03 -0.198628E+04 0.149334E+04 -0.425137E+03 --0.198628E+04 0.149334E+04
21 3 9 I0 4 -0.472056E+03 -0.371184E+03 0.22183OE+03 -0.472056E+03 -O.371184E+03 0.221830E403
22 9 15 16 I0 -0.185435E+04 -0.224936E+04 0.212951E+04 -O.185435E+04 -0.224936E+04 0.212951E404
23 15 21 22 16 -0.398151E+04 -0.156003E+04 0.314191E+04 -O.398151E+04 -0.156003E+04 0.314191E_04
24 21 27 28 22 -0.485999E+04 -0.662377E+03 0.308726E+04 -0.485999E+04 -0.662377E+03 0.308726E_04
25 27 33 34 28 -0.506124E+04 -0.531419E+03 0.303415E+04 -O.506124E+04 -O.531419E+03 0.303415E+04
26 33 39 40 34 -O.492160E+04 -0. 933600E+03 0.320350E+04 -O.492160E+04 -0. 9336OOE+03 0. 320350E+04
27 39 45 46 40 -0.445751E+04 -0.169963E+04 0.354638E+04 -0.445751E+04 -O.169963E+04 0.354638E+04
28 45 51 52 46 -0.340814E+04 -0.270233E+04 0.371169E+04 -O.340814E+04 -O.270233E+04 0.371_69E+04
29 51 57 58 52 -0.136223E+04 -O.268085E+04 0.255089E+04 -O.136223E+04 -0.268085E+04 0.255089E+04
30 57 63 64 58 -0.304189E+03 0.448786E+03 0.372647E+03 -O.304189E+03 0.448786E+03 0.372647E*03
31 4 I0 ii 5 -0.673925E+03 -0.272642E+04 0.179106E+04 -O.673925E+03 -O.272642E+04 0.179106E+04
32 i0 16 17 Ii -O.680483E+04 -0.387664E+04 0.554921E+04 -O.680483E+04 -O.387664E+04 0.554921E_04
33 16 22 23 17 -0.751821E+04 -O.893684E+03 0.401277E+04 --0.751821E+04 -0.893684E+03 0.401277E+04
34 22 28 29 23 -O.683326E+04 -O.234739E+03 0.293327E+04 --0.683326E+04 -O.234739E+03 0.293327E404
35 28 34 35 29 -O.583750E+04 -O.432099E+03 0.248987E+04 -0.583750E+O4 -O.432099E+O3 0.248987E+O4
36 34 40 41 35 --0.470407E+04 -O.I05916E+04 0.240206E÷04 -0.470407E+04 -O.I05916E+04 0.240206E+04
37 40 46 47 41 -O.339649E+O4 -0.179718E+04 0.239540E+04 -O.339649E÷04 -O.179718E+04 0.239540E+O4
38 46 52 53 47 -0.189864E+04 -0.213440E+04 0.207308E+04 -O.189864E+04 -O.213440E+04 0.207308E+04
39 52 58 59 53 -0.625687£+03 -O.124948E+04 O.I18445E+04 -O.625687E+03 -0.124948E+O4 O.i18445E_04
40 58 64 65 59 -0.316120E+02 0.146181E+04 0.168679E+03 -O.316120E+02 0.146181E+04 0.168679E403
41 5 II 12 6 -0.239134E+05 -O.I06444E+05 0.129045E+05 -0.239134E+05 -O.I06444E+05 0.129045E405
42 II 17 18 12 -0.158184E+05 -O.461364E+02 0.497835E+04 -O.158184E+05 -O.461364E+02 0.497835E+04
43 17 23 24 18 -0.II1853E+05 0.645631E+03 0.210061E+04 -0.II1853E÷05 0.645631E+03 0.210061E_04
44 23 29 30 24 -0.842533E+04 0.414872E+03 0.125923E+04 --0.842533E+04 0.414872E+03 O.125923E+04
45 29 35 36 30 -0.642358E+04 -0.220669E+03 0.969578E+03 -O.642358E+O4 -0.220669E+03 0.969578E+03
46 35 41 42 36 -O.468073E+04 -0.I01786E+04 0.883437E+03 -0.468073E+O4 -0.I01786E+04 0.883437E+03
47 41 47 48 42 -O.301527E+04 -0.167224E+04 0.826096E+03 -0.301527E+04 -O.167224E+04 0.826096E+03
48 47 53 54 48 -0.151628E+04 -0.170116E+04 0.664179E+03 --0.151628E+04 -0.170116E+04 0.664179E+03
49 53 59 60 54 -O.461703E+03 -0.571000E+03 0.355763E+03 -0.461703E+03 -0.571000E+03 0.355763E_03
50 59 65 66 60 -0.459945E+02 0.187102E+04 0.581728E+02 -0.459945E+O2 0.187102E+04 0.581728E+02
47
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Figure 10. Original and deformed shape of deep beam.
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4.4 Plate Bending: Vibration Analysis
A square cantilever plate was analyzed to yield the natural frequencies and associated mode











Young's modulus, E = 10 x 106
Side length, e = 10
Plate thickness, t = 0.1
Poisson's ratio, l.t = 0.3

















S<:LFS_E 4 BY4 PIAT£
25, 16, i, 4, 0, i, 0, 0, 0, 0
0, 0, 0, i, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
i, i, 0, I, 0, 0, 0, 0
2, 0, 2, 0, 1
I, 6, 0, 6000.0, 0.0, 0, 0.0
NDNSPINNING
S NCDAL DA_A
1 -5.0 0.0 0.0 1
5 5.0 0.0 0.0 1
6 -5.0 2.5 0.0 0
i0 5.0 2.5 0.0 0
ii -5.0 5.0 0.0 0
15 5.0 5.0 0.0 0
16 -5.0 7.5 0.0 0
20 5.0 7.5 0.0 0
21 -5.0 10.0 0.0 0
25 5.0 10.0 0.0 0
$ _ C(I_'_CTIVITY
2 1 1 2 7 6 0 0
2 4 4 5 10 9 0 0
2 5 6 7 12 ii 0 0
2 8 9 I0 15 14 0 0
2 9 Ii 12 17 16 0 0
2 12 14 15 20 19 0 0
2 13 16 17 22 21 0 0
2 16 19 20 25 24 0 0




1.0£+07 0.30 0.0 0.259E-3
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
STARS output summary - The output summary is presented in table 5.
















D = plate flexural rigidity
= Et3/12(1 - ).t2)
5O
4.5 GeneralShell: Vibration Analysis
A cantileveredcircular cylindrical shell is shownin figure 12in which quadrilateralshellelements
areusedfor structuraldiscretizationto performa free vibration analysis.
., b10 19 28 37 46 55
/
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Figure 12. Finite element model of cylindrical shell.
Important data parameters:









= 29.5 x 106
= 0.3




81, 64, 1, 4, O, 1, O, O, O, 0
O, O, O, 1, O, O, O, O, 0
I, i, 0, i, 0, O, 0, 0
2, 0, 2, 0, 1





























8 BY 8 CJRVED S}_LL FREE VIB_TION ANALYSIS
0.0 0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1.25 0.2803754 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
1.25 0.2803754 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1.25 0.2803754 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
2.5 0.478218 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
2.5 0.478218 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2.5 0.478218 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
3.75 0.5959826 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
3.75 0.5959826 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3.75 0.5959826 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
5.0 0.6350833 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
5.0 0.6350833 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5.0 0.6350833 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
6.25 0.5959826 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
6.25 0.5959826 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6.25 0.5959826 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
7.5 0.478218 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
7.5 0.478218 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7.5 0.478218 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
8.75 0.2803754 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
8.75 0.2803754 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8.75 0.2803754 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
10.0 0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
i0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
$ __TY
2 1 1 2 ii i0 0 0 0 0 1 1
2 8 8 9 18 17 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
2 9 I0 ii 20 19 0 0 0 0 1 1
2 16 17 18 27 26 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
2 17 19 20 29 28 0 0 0 0 1 1
2 24 26 27 36 35 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
2 25 28 29 38 37 0 0 0 0 1 1
2 32 35 36 45 44 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
2 33 37 38 47 46 0 0 0 0 1 1
2 40 44 45 54 53 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
2 41 46 47 56 55 0 0 0 0 1 1
2 48 53 54 63 62 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
2 49 55 56 65 64 0 0 0 0 1 1
2 56 62 63 72 71 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
2 57 64 65 74 73 0 0 0 0 1 1
2 64 71 72 81 80 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
$ S4ELL _ THI_
1 0.I




STARS output summary - The output summary is presented in table 6.

















4.6 General Solid: Vibration Analysis
A cube idealized by hexahedral solid elements is shown in figure 13. The nodes lying in the














= 2.349 x 10-4
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STARS input data:
HEXAHEDRCN CAS_ - 2 BY 2















I0 00.0 00.0 5.0
ii 5.0 00.0 5.0
12 10.0 00.0 5.0
13 I0.0 5.0 5.0
14 i0.0 I0.0 5.0
15 5.0 I0.0 5.0
16 00.0 I0.0 5.0
17 00.0 5.0 5.0
18 5.0 5.0 5.0
19 00.0 00.0 I0.0
20 5.0 00.0 i0.0
21 I0.0 00.0 i0.0
22 10.0 5.0 10.0
23 10.0 10.0 10.0
24 5.0 i0.0 i0.0
25 00.0 I0.0 I0.0
26 00.0 5.0 I0.0
27 5.0 5.0 10.0
$ __TY
00.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
00.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
00.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
00.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
00.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
00.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
00.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
00.0 1 1 1 1 1 1



















4 1 1 2 9 8 I0 Ii 18 17 1
4 2 2 3 4 9 Ii 12 13 18 1
4 3 9 4 5 6 18 13 14 15 1
4 4 8 9 6 7 17 18 15 16 1
4 5 I0 Ii 18 17 19 20 27 26 1
4 6 II 12 13 18 20 21 22 27 1
4 7 18 13 14 15 27 22 23 24 1
4 8 17 18 15 16 26 27 24 25 1
S _ M_TER/AL PRDPERI_ES
1 1
1.0E+7 0.3 0.0 2.349E-4
STARS output summary - The output summary is presented in table 7.


























4.7 SpinningCantileverBeam: Vibration Analysis










Figure 14. Spinning cantilever beam.
Important data parameters - The structure is assumed to possess both viscous and structural
damping.





About Y-axis = 1/12
About Z-axis = 1/24
Element length, e = 6
Nodal translational mass = 1
Nodal mass moment of inertia = 1/35
Scalar viscous damping = 0.628318
Structural damping coefficient = 0.01
Spin rate, Hz = 0.1
55
// STARS input data:





i, 6,0, 500.0, 0.0, 0.0
0.01
$ NCI)AL DA]I_
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 6.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 12.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 18.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 24.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 30.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 36.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 42.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 48.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I0 54.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ii 60.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0
12 25.0 15.0 0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
$ EL_V_Vr _Ty
1 1 1 2 12 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0
1 I0 10 ii 12 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
$ LIh_ ELEIVF_NrBASIC PROPERI'IES
1 1.0 0.125000.083333330.04166667
$ _ M_TERIAL P_3PEI_"IES
1 1
30.0£+06 0.30
$ _ SPIN RATE DA_I_
1 0.0 0.628318 0.0
$ NCDAL M_SS DAqA
2 1 1.0 3
3 1 1.0 3
4 1 1.0 3
5 1 1.0 3
6 1 1.0 3
7 1 1.0 3
8 1 1.0 3
9 1 1.0 3
i0 1 1.0 3
Ii 1 1.0 3
2 4 0.0285714 6
3 4 0.0285714 6
4 4 0.0285714 6
5 4 0.0285714 6
6 4 0.0285714 6
7 4 0.0285714 6
8 4 0.0285714 6
9 4 0.0285714 6
I0 4 0.0285714 6
ii 4 0.0285714 6
-i














fSTARS output summary - The output summary is presented in table 8.



































Note: Natural frequencies for various problem types are due to a spin rate f2 = 0.1 Hz (0.6283
rad/sec) (i* = f2-i-).
4.8 Spinning Cantilever Plate: Vibration Analysis
The cantilever plate model described in section 4.4 is chosen for this sample problem. The plate
is spun along the Z-axis with a uniform spin rate f2 Z 0.8*co 1 1= , COnbeing the first natural frequency
of vibration of the nonrotating plate. Table 9 provides the first few natural frequencies of the plate
in nondimensional form, CO being the natural frequencies. Also presented in the table are the results
of the free vibration analysis of the plate rotating along an arbitrary axis, the spin rate being
1
f2R = 0.8 X COn,with components f_x = _Y = _"_z = 0.8 COln/1/-_"
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STARS input data:
:BIOta.RE4 BY 4 PIATE SPINNING STR[L-"IURE
25,16, I, 4, 0, i,0, 0, 0, 0





1 -5.0 0.0 0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0
5 5.0 0.0 0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
6 -5.0 2.5 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
i0 5.0 2.5 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
ii -5.0 5.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 5.0 5.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
16 -5.0 7.5 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 5.0 7.5 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
21 -5.0 I0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
25 5.0 10.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
$ _ CCte_CIT_TY
2 1 1 2 7 6 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
2 4 4 5 I0 9 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
2 5 6 7 12 ii 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
2 8 9 I0 15 14 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
2 9 II 12 17 16 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
2 12 14 15 20 19 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
2 13 16 17 22 21 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1
2 16 19 20 25 24 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
$ SHELL _ _LIC_S_S
1 0.i
$ _ M_TER/AL PBDPEI_I_ES
1 1
1.0£+07 0.30 0.0 0.259E-3
$ _ SPIN HATE DA_
1 0. 0. 170.86








Table 9. Natural frequency parameters of a
spinning square cantilever plate.
Natural frequency parameter
1















3'= o_ V pt/D
lWlR= 170.86 rad/sec,














4.9 Helicopter Structure: Vibration Analysis
A coupled helicopter rotor-fuselage system is shown in figure 15 (ref. 12) along with relevant
stiffness and mass distributions, which are suitably approximated for the discrete element modeling
of the structure. Numerical free vibration analysis was performed for the structure with the rotor
spinning at 10 rad/sec (f2y = 10); such results are presented in table 10, along with the results for
the corresponding nonspinning case.
Y
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8/9..1011121314151617
: : : : : ' ' 1/_: : : : : : : _--Rotor"
HubJ_ k _ Fuselage
! ', : '. : . : : : I I
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Figure 15. Coupled helicopter rotor-fuselage system.
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STARS input data:
HELICOPTER _, _ CASE, SPIN = i0.0 (FIXED UZ, UXR, UYR)


















1 1 1 2 24
1 16 16 17 24
1 17 18 19 9
1 18 19 20 9
1 19 20 21 9
1 20 21 22 9
1 21 22 23 9
1 22 23 24 9
1 23 24 25 9
1 24 25 26 9
1 25 26 27 9
1 26 27 28 9
1 27 28 29 9
i 28 29 30 9
1 29 9 24 31
$ LIh_ _ BASIC PBOPEKI_ES
I i. i.
2 100. I.















S _ SPIN RATE DA'£_
1 0.0 i0.0
$ N(DAL MASS DAZ_
9 1 16. 3
-I
0.0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
0.0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
0.0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
0.0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 1 0

























STARS output summary - The output summary is presented in table 10.





























Rotor 1st symmetric bending
Rotor 1st antisymmetric bending
Fuselage 1st bending
Rotor 2nd antisymmetric bending
Rotor 2nd symmetric bending
Rotor 3rd antisymmetric bending
4.10 Rocket Structure: Dynamic Response Analysis
A rocket is simply idealized by four line elements, as shown in figure 16 (ref. 4), which is
subjected to a pulse loading function at the base. Results of the dynamic response analysis z_re

















Figure 16. Rocket subjected to dynamic loading.
Important data parameters - Arbitrary element and material properties data are assumed for the










Length of an element,
Pulse load intensity, P0
Duration of load, sec



















1 1 1 2 6 0 0
1 4 4 5 6 0 0
$ LINE ELD4F/_T PASIC PROPERI_ES
1 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
$ _ FAT£RIAL PROPERTIES
1 1
i00.0 0.3 0.0 1.0




$ _ TIME DATA FOR DYNAMIC RESPOhBE ANALYSIS
0.10 10
0.20 5
0.0 0 1 1 1 1 1
0.0 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1
0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 1
1 1 0 0 0 1
STARS analysis results at a typical time step:
DYI_MIC _ AT TIME = 0.7000E+00
NODE
EXT IN/ X_I_L. Y_I_L. Z_I_L. X-RUIN. Y-RUIN. Z-RUI_.
1 0.646322E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000£+00 0.000000E+00 0.00(XXX_+00 0.000000E+00
2 0.490999E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000£+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000£+00 0.000000E+00
3 0.191562E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+00 0.000000£+00 0.000000E+00
4 -0.I02987E-02 O.O00000E+O00.OO0000E+00 O.O00000E+00 0.000000£+00 0.O00000E+00
5 -0.495080E-O10.O00000E+DO 0.000000£+00 O.000000E+00 0.000000£+00 O.000000E+O0
6 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 O.00(XXX_+00 0.000000E+00
I_%DI END2 END3 END4 PXI/PX2 PYI/PY2 PZI/PZ2 MXI/NX2 MYIAMZ2 MZI/M72
NO. SXT SYT SXYT SXB SYB SXYB





-0.196400E+02 0.000000E+00 0.00(XXX]E+O0 0.0(X)0OOE+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
0.196400E+02 0.00CO00E+00 0.000000E+O0 O. 000000E+00 0.000000E+O0 0.000000E+O0
0. I19775E+02 0.0(XXX)0E+00 O. 00(XX_E+00 0.000000E+00 O. 000000E+O0 0.000000£+00
--0.I19775E+02 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000£+00
0.770366E+01 0.000000E+00 0.000000£+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000£+00
-0.770366E+01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000£+00 0.000000£+00
0.193913E+01 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00 0.000000E+00
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Figure 18. Element force as a funcdon of time, element 4.
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4.11 Plate, Beam, and Truss Structures: Buckling Analysis
A buckling analysis was performed for a simply supported square plate model, described in sec-
tion 4.4, subjected to a uniform unit stress acting along the two edges parallel to the y-ztxis; relev_tnt
input data and analysis results are as follows.
STARS input data:































25 5. O0 i0.00
$ _ C_TY
0.0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0
0.0 I I 0 0 0 i 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0
0.0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 i 0 0 I 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 i 0 0 I 0 0 0
0.0 i 0 i 0 0 I 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
0.0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
2 i 1 2 7 6 0 0 0 0 I 1 0 0 0
2 4 4 5 i0 9 0 0 0 0 1 l 0 0 0 1
2 5 6 7 12 l! 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
2 8 9 I0 15 14 0 0 0 0 i 3 0 0 0 1
2 9 ii 12 17 16 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
2 12 14 15 20 19 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
2 13 16 17 22 21 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
2 16 19 20 25 24 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 1
$ S_{ELL _ THIC_S._uS
1 0.I
$ _ M_TERIAL PBDPERTIES
1 1
i .OE+07 0.30


















Critical load of a simply supported square plate.
Buckling load parameter for Mode 1
STARS solution Exact
8 by 8 14 by 14 solution
3562.814 3575.978 3615.240
The cantilever beam defined in section 4.7 is the subject of the buckling analysis; the relevant
details are given below.
STARS input data:
CAICfILEVER BEAM - I_ IDEALIZATION - IKJCKIJ/qG ANALYSIS
C
C TEMPERATURE LOADING ADDED
C




i, I,0,12000.0, 0.0, 0.0
$ NEDAL DA_
1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1 1 1 1 1
2 6.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 1 1 1
3 12.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 1 1 1
4 18.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 1 1 1
5 24.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 1 1 1
6 30.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 1 1 1
7 36.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 1 1 1
8 42.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 1 1 1
9 48.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 1 1 1
10 54.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 1 1 1
ii 60.0 0.0 0.0 0 1 1 1 1
12 25.0 15.0 0.0 1 1 1 1 1
$ _ C_TY
1 1 1 2 12 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
1 I0 i0 ii 12 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
$ LINE ELEMENT I_%SIC PROPERTIES
1 1.0 0.125 0.083333 0.041667
$ _ b_TERIAL PROPERTIES
1 1
30.0E+06 0.30 6.6E-06
S _ T_ERATdRE DAT_
1 -I.0
$ N(II_L I£1_D DA_I_
II i -i.0
-I
1 0 0 0
1 0 0 1
STARS analytical results - The analytical results are presented in table 12.
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The simple truss of figure 19 (ref. 4) is also analyzed to determine the critical loads.





Figure 19. Truss structure.
STARS input data:











1 1 3 1 4 1
1 2 2 1 4 1
$ LI_ _ BASIC PRDPERrIES
1 0.i
$ KLD4ENr MATERIAL PROP_KS
1 1
10.0E03 0.2
$ NCIE_L I.Q_ DA_
1 2 -1.0
-1
0.0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 1 1
STARS analytical results - The analytical results are presented in table 13.
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4.12 Composite Plate Bending: Vibration Analysis
To illustrate the multiple material angle (as in layered elements), the diverse coordinate system
capabilities, and thermal effects, a composite plate problem (fig. 20) similar to that in section 4.4 is





-" 5 vt_ 5
16 17 18 19
__/ __J "1__ _ Material direction




Figure 20. Square composite plate.
Important data parameters:
Side length, e = 10
Plate thickness, t = 0.063
Mass density, p ---0.259 x 10-3
Material properties - anisotropic, as shown in input data.
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STARSinput data:
TRIANGHAR 4 BY 4 PIAT£ / _ITE lAYERS / ILGCS TEST CASE / k_ANGL TEST CASE
25, 32, I, 13, 0, 0, 2, 8, I0, 2
I, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0
i, i, 0, i, 0, 0, 0, 0
2, 0, 2, 0, 1
I, i0, 0, 6000.0, 0.0, 0.0
$ NCSAL DA_I%
1 -5.0 0.0 0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
5 5.0 0.0 0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
6 -2.5 -i0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0
i0 -2.5 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 1
Ii -5.0 5.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
15 5.0 5.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
16 -2.5 0.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
20 -2.5 -10.0 0.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
21 -5.0 10.0 0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
25 5.0 i0.0 0.0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1
$ IDCAI,-GIEBAL COORDINATE SYSTSM DATA
1 2
-10.0 -5.0 0.0 0.0 -1.0 0.0
1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
2 1
-I0.0 -I0.0 0.0 -15.0 -i0.0 0.0
-15.0 -15.0 0.0
$ _ C_TY
7 1 1 2 7 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
7 4 4 5 10 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 1
7 5 6 7 12 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0
7 8 9 I0 15 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 1 0 0 1
7 9 Ii 12 17 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 1 0 0
7 I0 12 13 18 0 0 0 0 3 1 0 1 0 0
7 II 13 14 19 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 1 0 0
7 12 14 15 20 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 1 0 0
7 13 16 17 22 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 1 0 0
7 16 19 20 25 0 0 0 0 5 1 0 1 0 0 1
7 17 7 6 1 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 1 0 0
7 20 I0 9 4 0 0 0 0 6 1 0 1 0 0 1
7 21 12 ii 6 0 0 0 0 7 1 0 1 0 0
7 24 15 14 9 0 0 0 0 7 1 0 1 0 0 1
7 25 17 16 II 0 0 0 0 8 1 0 1 0 0
7 26 18 17 12 0 0 0 0 8 1 0 1 0 0
7 27 19 18 13 0 0 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0
7 28 20 19 14 0 0 0 0 9 1 0 1 0 0
7 29 22 21 16 0 0 0 0 I0 1 0 1 0 0
7 32 25 24 19 0 0 0 0 i0 1 0 1 0 0 1

















































$ _ _TE/RIAL PROPERTIES
1 2
•7966E+07 .6638E+06 0.0 .2566E+07
0.0 .I042E+07 .35e-5 .i14e-4




STARS output summary - The results are printed in table 14.
Table 14. Natural frequencies of a



















5. STARS-AERO AND ASE PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
The aeroelastic and aeroservoelastic modules (fig. 2) are recent additions to the original STARS pro-
gram (ref. 1) that are capable of predicting related stability of such structures as aircraft and spacecraft.
Thus, once the vibration analysis is performed utilizing the STARS-SOLIDS module, the program con-
tinues to determine flutter and divergence characteristics as well as open- and closed-loop stability anal-
yses, as desired. In this connection, a typical feedback control system is shown in figure 21, whereas
figure 22 presents a flowchart depicting the ASE analysis methodology. References 13 and 14 provide
some details of the current analysis techniques.
Detailed numerical formulation in connection with the present aero-structural-control analysis is
given in section 5.1. The unsteady aerodynamic forces for supersonic flow are computed by a constant
pressure method (CPM) (ref. 15), whereas the doublet lattice method (DLM) (refs. 16,17) is utilized for
the subsonic case. Both k and p-k stability (flutter and divergence) solution procedures are available to
the user.
For the ASE analysis, the aerostructural problem is recast in the Laplace domain when the general-
ized aerodynamic forces are curve-fitted using Pad6 and least squares approximations, thereby yielding
the state-space matrices. Such matrices can then be augmented by analog elements such as actuators,
sensors, prefilters, and notch filters, and also the analog controller. Associated equivalent open-loop
(loop-gain) or open-loop transfer function is obtained by standard procedure, whereas the closed-loop
formulation is derived similarly by appropriately taking into account the feedback equation. The system
frequency responses are simply obtained from the appropriate transfer matrices. Associated modal
damping and frequency values may also be derived by solving the eigenvalue problem of the augmented
state-space plant dynamics matrix.
In the case of a digital controller, a hybrid equivalent open-loop or closed-loop transfer function is
achieved by suitably combining the controller, the open-loop transfer function of the original analog
system of the plant, and other analog elements; frequency responses are then obtained in a routine man-
ner. The modal damping and frequency values are obtained by first transferring the augmented analog
state-space plant dynamics matrix from its usual Laplace (s) to the digital z-plane, adding the same to the
corresponding matrix for the controller, and finally solving the associated eigenvalue problem.
Furthermore, the open-loop stability analyses (flutter and divergence) may also be effected with or
without the controller (analog or digital). This is achieved by solving eigenvalue problems of the appro-
priately augmented and transformed, as the case may be, plant dynamics matrix for a number of reduced
frequency values and noting the change in sign of the real part of the eigenvalues. Such a solution with-
out a controller can be compared with the aeroelastic analysis using the k and p-k methods, whereas the
relevant solution in the presence of a controller proves to be useful for comparing relevant flight test re-






y = CX+Du 10153
Figure 21. Feedback control system.
5.1 Numerical Formulation for Aeroelastic and Aeroservoelastic Analysis
In the numerical formulation presented here, structural discretization is based on the finite
element method, whereas the panel methods are adopted for computation of unsteady aerodynamic
forces. The more specialized matrix equation of motion of such structures relevant to the current
analysis has the form
MEI + Cq + Kq + 4Ae(k)q = P(t) (24)













dynamic pressure 1/2pV 2, p and V being the air density and true airspeed,
respectively,
reduced frequency _b/V, c0 and b being the natural frequency and wing semichord
length, respectively,
aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix for a given Mach number Moo and set
of ki values,
displacement vector,
external forcing function, and
Laplace variable (= i'c0, i* being'[Z'i').
A solution (ref. 1) of the related free vibration problem
M_ + kq = 0





to equation(24)andpremultiplyingbothsidesby O T, the generalized equation of motion is derived :is
_/{ + C'q + _,al + _ Q(k)al = P(t)
in which M = _TMo, etc., the modal matrix • = [Or _e O8], and the generalized coordinate
1"1= [air ale alS] incorporates rigid body, elastic, and control surface motions, respectively.
Expressing the generalized aerodynamic force matrix Q(k) as Pad6 polynomials (ref. 4) in
i*k (=i*mb/V = sb/V) results in
i*k i*k
Q(k) = A0 + i*kA1 + (i*k)2A2 + i'k+91 A3 + i*k+92 Aa +...
where 9j are the aerodynamic lag terms (assuming j = 1, 2), and
i*k k 2
i*-k--_j- k2-+-_j2 + k2+_j 2
Further, separating the real and imaginary parts in equation (28) yields
QR(k) = (QR(k) - AO)
= A3
-k2I k 2 + 91 k2 + 92 J A4
= SR(k) A
Qi(k) = QI(k)/k - A1
I I] A3
= 0 k2+ k=+92 ] A4
= Si(k) A
in which for a small value of k = kl, the coefficients assume the following form:
A0 = Ql(kl)
QI(kl) A3 An








Substituting equation (30a) in equation (29a), the unknown coefficients A3 and A4 can be detemlined.
However, the resulting solution is sensitive to the choice of 9j. On the other hand, if the elements of the
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A1matrix arereplacedby measureddampingcoefficientswithout anylag terms,thenthesolutionis
insensitiveto the13jvalues.













Q = SA (32)
and a least square solution
= [sTs]-I sTQ (33)X
yields the required coefficients A2, A3, and An. This procedure may be easily extended for a larger
number of lag terms, if desired. Equation (27) may be rewritten as
M_ + _ + KT1 + q AOT1+ A1 sb + A2 1"i+ A3X1 + AdX2 + .... 0
and collecting like terms gives
(K + qAo)rl + C+q In+ +q A2 +qA3XI +qA4X2 +'" = 0 (35)
or











0 I 0 0
-K -C -qA 3 -qA 4
0 I -b_lI 0






M']K' = K'X' (40)
j_'= (M')-IK'X'
= RX'
Also, the state-space vector X' may be rearranged as
X" =[(TIr lle 11r fie Xl X2)(n5 fig)]
,,]
and equation (41) partitioned as
[,]_[RLI[,]
ti Rn,i Rn,n u
where the first set of matrix equations denotes the plant dynamics, and the second set represents the
dynamics of control modes. In the case of plant dynamics, the state-space equations become
X=AX+ u
the relevant matrices and vectors being defined as
A plant dynamics matrix






AX generalized coordinates in inertial frame
u control surface motion input into plant
and in which the terms AX and Bu represent for an aircraft, for example, the airplane dynamics and
forcing function on airplane due to control surface motion, respectively.
Coordinate Transformation
To incorporate control laws and feedback, it is necessary to transform equation (44) from the earth-
fixed (inertial) to the body-fixed coordinate system. Since no transformations are applied to elastic and
aerodynamic lag state vectors, a transformation of the form
=_-1(x_1-_)x +_=-l_u
= AX + Bu (45)
in which
i°]
and so forth, T1 being the 12 by 12 coordinate transformation matrix, yields the required state-space
equation in the body coordinate system.
Determination of Sensor Outputs
The structural nodal displacements are related to the generalized coordinates by equation (26), and
the related sensor motion can be expressed as
where Co = [TsO 0 0




0], and in which Ts is an interpolation matrix. Similar relations may be derived
= C1X (47)
[TsO0 0 0]Ts@ 0 0
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Equation(45) is nextpremultipliedby C1to yield
C1_: = C1AX + C1Bu
= C2X + D2u
and adjoining equations (46) and (48), the following expression is obtained
[ 01x+[,juY= /Is =Czl D
(48)
or
y = CX + Du (49)
which is the required sensor output relationship, the matrices C and D signifying output at sensor due to
body and control surface motions, respectively.
Augmentation of Analog Elements and Controller
The complete state-space formulation for an aircraft incorporating structural and aeroelastic effects
is represented by equations (45) and (49), derived earlier. To conduct an aeroservoelasfic analysis, it is
essential to augment such a formulation with associated analog elements like actuators, sensors, notch
filters, and prefilters along with the controller. Thus denoting the state-space equations of one such
element as
X(i) = A(i)X(i) + B(i)u(i) (50)
y(i) = C(i)X(i) + D(i)u(i) (51 )
these can be augmented to such original equations (45) and (49) as appropriate; thus, typically, for the
case of a connection from plant output to the external input, the relevant formulation is as follows:
[ X(i)]=[B(iA)c A0i)][xX(i)]+[B(Bi)DI [u] (52)
or
noting that U (1) = y. Also
]_(i) =A(i)X(i) +B(i)tl (53)
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or
[yj i c 0]Ix]+!O]Eu y(i) D(i) C c(i) x(i) D(i) D
Y(i) = C(i)X(i) + D(i)u
becomes the new sensor output expression.
Any analog element, including a controller, can be augmented in a similar manner.
a typical feedback control system.
(54)
Figure 21 shows
For such a system, the three sets of relevant matrix equations are
= AX + Bu (55)
y = CX + Du (55a)
u = r - Gy (55b)
where equation (55b) is the feedback equation. By applying Laplace transformations to equa-
tion (55), the following relationship is obtained:
sX(s) = AX(s) + Bu(s) (56)
y(s) = CX(s) + Du(s) (56a)
u(s) = r(s) - G(s)y(s) (56b)
Further, from equation (56)
X(s) = [sI - A]-lBu(s) (57)
and substitution of equation (57) into equation (56a) yields the required open-loop frequency response
relationship
y(s) = [C(sI - A)-IB + D] u(s)
= H(s)u(s) (58)
H(s) being the equivalent open-loop (loop-gain) transfer function with the analog controller or the open-
loop transfer function without the controller. To obtain the closed-loop frequency response relationship,
equation (58) is first substituted in equation (56b), resulting in
u(s) = r(s) - G(s)H(s)u(s) (59)
or
u(s) = [I + G(s)H(s)]-lr(s) (59a)
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andagainsubstitutionof equation(58)yields
y(s) = (H(s)[I + G(s)H(s)]-1)r(s) (5%)
= H(s) r(s) (60)
in which H(s) is the desired closed-loop transfer function. The frequency responses plots can be simply
obtained from the transfer matrices H(s) orH(s), as the case may be. Associated damping and
frequency values for the system, for the loop-gain or open-loop case, may also be calculated by solving
the eigenvalue problem of the relevant A matrix for various ki values and observing the changes in sign
of the real part of an eigenvalue.
In the presence of a digital controller, a hybrid approach (ref. 6) is adopted for the frequency
response solution. Thus, if A', B', C', and D' are the state-space matrices associated with the controller,
the related transfer function is simply given by
G(z) = C'[zI - A']-IB ' + D' (61)






H(s) is the open-loop transfer function for the plant and other analog elements
[ZOH] is the zero order hold complex expression {-- e-SX (1 - e-sT/)
S ,
and where It*(s) is now the equivalent open-loop (loop-gain) transfer function of the hybrid system.
The closed-loop frequency response relationship may be obtained as before by using equations (62a) and
(56b)
y(s) = {H(s) [I + G(s) H(s) ]-l}r(s)
= H*(s)r(s) (63)
To compute the damping and frequencies, the analog plant dynamics matrix A is first transformed into
the z-plane by the standard discretization procedure which is next augmented to the A' matrix. The
appropriate eigenproblem solution of the final matrix yields the required results, as before.
The STARS program has been extended to include capabilities representative of formulation s
presented in this section.
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6. DATA INPUT PROCEDURE (STARS-AERO AND ASE)
Figure 22 depicts the data input strategy for the entire ASE analysis procedure; such input for the
solids module is described in section 3. In the following, the data pertaining to the other related analyses
are given in the appropriate order, in which AERO module data input is compatible with the program







Data input to compute
generalized mass
PREPROCESSOR
Optional modal t_linterpolation data inpu
Aerodynamic__l_
data input /
Data input option_for mode selecti
Data input for__j
ASE analysis v I









Figure 22. ASE analysis data input scheme.
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Generalized mass matrix and modal interpretation generation data.
= integer specifying starting mode number





$ LATERALLY MOVING NODAL NUMBERS DATA
Format (FREE)
(LN(I), I = 1, NLVN )
Format (I5)
Description: NLVN number of nodes input data.
Notes:
Note:
(Required if NLVN > 0)
Input of a GR value is needed to convert generalized mass data into generalized weight
acceptable to AERO module.
If GRIDCHG is used, then the LN refers to STARS nodes (that is, the input vector, as
defined in section 3.2.2 of the STARS manual).
If direct STARS interpolation is used, then the LN refers to nodes as defined in STARS (that
is, the output vector, as defined in section 3.5.10 of the STARS manual).











1. Description: Generalinput data.
2. Notes:
NELN = numberof eliminatednodesfrom input vector
NLINES = numberof outputvectorinterpolationlines
0 < NLINES < 20
NOSURF = number of sets of input vector coordinates to be translated
IDELE = flag for deletion of interpolation elements
= 0, for no elimination of interpolation element(s)
= 1, to eliminate interpolation element(s)
NMOD = number of output points whose values are to be changed to a user-specified
value (for all modes)
NBLOCK = number of blocks of added deflections
IRPEAT = flag for reuse of deflections for different modes
= 0, for user to input all blocks for all output modes
= 1, to repeat f'trst subset of block data for all subsequent modes
6.2.2.1 $ ELIMINATED INPUT NODES
Format (FREE)
(Required if NELN ¢ 0)
6.2.2.2 (NODEL(I), I = 1, NELN )
Format (I5)

















= number of points that will be interpolated to on each line
0 < NGP(I) < 12
$ ENDPOINTS OF OUTPUT VECTOR LINES
Format (FREE)







NLINES sets of endpoints for output vector interpolation lines and optional
translations.
XTERM 1(I), YTERM I(1)
XTERM2(I), YTERM2(1)
XT(1), YT(1)
= inboard coordinates of line I
= outboard coordinates of line I
= optional translations to be applied to line data in X- and
Y-directions
$ SPANWISE COORDINATES OF POINTS ON OUTPUT VECTOR LINES
Format (FREE)
( (YGP(J,I), J = 1, NGP(1) ), I = 1, NLINES )
Format (7E 10.4)













YGP(J,I) = spanwise coordinate of a point desired on an interpolation line, before any
translation; translation, as defined in section 4.1, will automatically be applied






Description: NOSURF subsets of input vector nodal data.
Notes:
1. Description:
(Required if NOSURF ;e O)
XTRAN = value to be added to X-coordinate of input vector in set
YTRAN = value to be added to Y-coordinate of input vector in set
ZTRAN = value to be added to Z-coordinate of input vector in set
NODNUM = index of node to be translated
A data set is terminated if NODNUM is read as -1; a node should not be referenced more
than once.








(YMESH(I), I = 1, NYPT )
Format (7E10.4)
Streamwise and spanwise finite element interpolation boundaries.
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2. Notes:
NXPT = numberof stationsin X-direction for interpolationgrid
2 < NXPT < 20
XMESH(I) = actual X-coordinates of streamwise stations in interpolation grid, in
ascending order
NYPT = number of stations in Y-direction for interpolation grid
2 < NYPT < 20
YMESH(I) = actual Y-coordinates of spanwise stations in interpolation grid, in
ascending order
6.2.8.1 $ INTERPOLATION ELEMENT DELETION DATA
Format (FREE)







(Required if IOPT = 1); or
(Required if IOPT = 2); or
(Required if lOPT = 3)
1. Description: Data for elimination of finite element interpolation elements.
2. Notes:
IOPT = type of elimination
= 0, to proceed to next set to be eliminated
= 1, to eliminate following element(s)
= 2, to eliminate following row of elements
= 3, to eliminate following column of elements
= 4, to quit all eliminations
NCOL = column of interpolation element(s)
NROW = row of interpolation element(s)
6.2.9.1 $ OUTPUT VECTOR MODIFICATION DATA
Format (FREE)
(Required if NMOD > 0)
6.2.9.2 (NODE(I), DEFL(NODE(I)), I = 1, NMOD )
Format (I5, E 10.4)
1. Description: Sets a deflection to a user input value (for all output modes), where number of











analyticallycalculatednumberof roots(from section3.1.6of the
STARSmanual)
numberof rigid bodycontrolmodes(from section3.1.3of the
STARSmanual)
ISTMN = integerspecifyingstartingmodenumbers
$ BLOCK SPECIFICATIONOFADDITIONAL DEFLECTIONDATA
Format(FREE)












= user's identification number of an added output block of output points
= number of points in block
= index of existing point in front of which block is to be inserted
1. Description:
2. Notes:
Succeeding values of IBFORE should be greater than the previous ones.
$ DEFLECTION DATA SPECIFICATION FOR BLOCKS
Format (FREE)
((NNODE(J), DADD(J)), J = 1, NADD(I) )
Format (15, El0.4)
Added deflection data for each block.
NNODE(J) = index of added point in set
DADD(J) = deflection of added point in set
This is repeated for NTOTAL modes.
If IRPEAT = 1, the same deflections are reused for all modes.





6.2.12.2(EIGADD(I), I = 1, NCNTRL )
Format (El0.4)
1. Description: Eigenvalues for rigid body control modes from STARS.
,
(Required if NCNTRL > 0)
Notes:
EIGADD(I) = user-input eigenvalues, in rad/sec, for rigid body control modes
6.2.13 NOTES ON PROGRAM USAGE
GRIDCHG is a versatile interpolation program that may be used as an alternative to the preferred di-
rect interpolation option defined in section 3.1.4 of the STARS-SOLIDS module. It is utilized to inter-
polate deflections, obtained by a finite element code or ground vibration survey, into the straight line in-
put points required by the aerodynamic module. Options for separate interpolation of different surfaces
and for modification by the user of both the input and output vectors exist.
Input vector: The input vector is a calculated or measured vector with six degrees of freedom read
from the file FOR096 (if bandwidth minimization is used) or from FOR048 (if bandwidth minimization
is not used). Both files are STARS binary files. GRIDCHG normally uses only the Z component of the
vector for the interpolation. However, GRIDCHG does read the input file for the GENMASS program
as part of its input, and if the variable NLVN is nonzero in that file, then it reads from the file those
nodes of the input vector for which the Y deflection is to be used (that is, a vertical surface). The
GENMASS.DAT file must always be present for GRIDCHG to run, even if NLVN is zero.
Discrete element interpolation: The user defines a set of rectangular elements used for the interpola-
tion. Each element uses the deflections within its boundaries for a surface fit, with the added stipulation
that adjacent elements have identical displacements and slopes at edges. The achievable quality of in-
terpolation is a function of number and distribution of input nodes. The output vector is obtained using a
surface fit within a particular element. Separate surfaces need to be individually interpolated, and this is
accomplished by letting the value of a row or column of interpolation elements or columns between the
surfaces to be set to zero. If the projection of the surfaces in the X-Y plane overlap, the user has the op-
tion of temporarily modifying the coordinates of input and output vectors to separate them, thereby al-
lowing their individual interpolation.
Output vector: The output vector occasionally needs to be modified and/or have data added to it.
This can be implemented as required.
Eigenvalues: The STARS-SOLIDS module contains an option which allows additions of user input







JOB TITLE - 1:6 (six lines of title cards)
Format (FREE)
(LC(I), I = 1, 40 )
Format (1015)
Description: Basic data parameters.
Notes:
LC(1) = integer defining flutter and divergence solution algorithm
= -1, p-k type of solution
= 0, pressure calculations only
= 1, k and state-space solutions
= 2, divergence analysis
LC(2) = maximum number of vibration modes to be used in analysis
0 < LC(2) < 20
LC(3) number of lifting surfaces
0 < LC(3) < 30, for doublet lattice method (DLM) or constant pressure method
(CPM)
LC(4) number of reduced velocities, VBO, used in analysis
If LC(1) = - 1, set LC(4) = 6
If LC(1) = 0 or 1, set 1 < LC(4) < 30
If LC(1) = 2, set LC(4) = 1
LC(4) and LC(13) apply to the reduced velocities described in section 6.3.4.2
and section 6.3.4.4
LC(5) number of air densities at which flutter and divergence solutions are to be
found
0 < LC(5) < 10
IfLC(1) = O, set LC(5) = 0
LC(6) = print option for tested aerodynamic forces used to check aerodynamic force
interpolation
= 1, print
= 0, no print
LC(7) = print option for aerodynamic pressures
= 1, print data
= O, no print
LC(8) = print option for lift and moment coefficients
= 1, print data












= inputfrequency-independentadditionsto theaerodynamicmatrix QBAR
= 1, makeadditions
= O, noadditions
= print optionfor full setof interpolatedgeneralizedforceswhenusedin k
solutions
= 1, print data
= 0, noprint





1, for nonzero frequencies [D = K -1 (M + AE)]
0, in presence of zero frequencies [D = (M + AE) -1 K]
K = generalized stiffness matrix
M = generalized mass matrix
A E = aerodynamic force matrix
IfLC(1) = 0, set LC(12) = 0
index defining interpolation of aerodynamic forces
0, no interpolation, to compute at each input VBO
1, to compute directly at only 6 VBOs, interpolate to others
If LC(1) = -1, set LC(13) = 1
If LC(1) = 0 or 2, set LC(13) = 0
If LC(1) = 1, set LC(13) = 0 or 1, as desired
= not used. Set = 0
= index defining velocity scale in flutter solution output
= 1, use true airspeed, TAS
= 0, use equivalent airspeed, EAS
= index defining addition of structural damping to complex stiffness matrix
= 1, add a single damping value to all modes
= -1, add an individual damping value to each mode
= 0, no damping added
= print option to display number of iterations required to find each root in a
p-k solution
= 1, print
= 0, no print
= option for root extrapolation in a p-k solution
= 1, use root values at two previous velocities for initial estimation of a root












If LC(1) _:-1, setLC(18)= 0
= option for ordering of roots after a p-k solution
= 1, to perform ordering
= O, no ordering required
If LC(1) _ -1, set LC(19) = 0
= print option for iterated roots in p-k analysis or intermediate results in
k analysis
= 1, print
= O, no print
index for aerodynamics
1, use doublet lattice method or constant pressure method (subsonic and
supersonic Mach numbers, respectively)
= index defining generation and storage of aerodynamic influence coefficients
matrix
= O, compute and save
= 1, read precomputed values from a file
= print option for input modal vector
= 1, print
= O, no print
= print option for interpolated deflections and slopes of aerodynamic elements
= 1, print
= O, no print
= number of modal elimination cycles
0 _<LC(25) _<25
>
index defining additional flutter analysis
O, no additional cycles
O, perform additional flutter analysis cycles with stiffness variations applied to
a mode
0 < LC(26) < 20
index of mode whose frequency and stiffness is to be varied for the
LC(26) cycles
If LC(26) = O, set LC(27) = 0
print option for modal eigenvectors
1, print
O, no print
If LC(1) = -1, the eigenvectors for the critical flutter root in a user-chosen
velocity interval are displayed
If LC(1) = 0 or 2, set LC(28) - 0
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If LC(1) = 1,theeigenvectorsfor all rootsbetweenuserchosenreduced
velocities,VBO, andreal frequenciesaredisplayed
LC(29) = print optionfor physicalvectorscorrespondingto modaleigenvectors
= 1,print
= 0, noprint
LC(30) = print optionfor k solutionflutter determinant matrix analysis
= 1, print
= 0, no print
If LC(1) = -1 or 0, set LC(30) -- 0
LC(31) = index defining revisions to generalized mass matrix and modal frequencies
= 1, revise
= 0, no change
LC(32) = index defining revisions to generalized stiffness matrix
= 1, revise
= 0, no change
LC(33) = index defining type of aerodynamics
= 1, steady state
= 0, oscillatory
If LC(1) = 2, set LC(33) = 1
LC(34) = not used. Set = 0
LC(35) = not used. Set = 0
LC(36) = not used. Set = 0
LC(37) = print option for aerodynamic element geometric data associated with doublet
lattice and constant pressure methods
= 1, print
= 0, no print
If LC(21) # 1, set LC(37) = 0
LC(38) = tape unit for ASCII printout of generalized forces and associated information.
Suggest LC(38) = 99
LC(39) = not used. Set = 0
LC(40) = not used. Set = 0
6.3.3.1 INV
Format (I5)













= 2, this input file
Inputvectordegreesof freedom.
(Requiredif INV = 2)
= totalnumberof modaldegreesof freedomusedto defineaninput modeshape
0 < NMDOF < 200
(QZ(I), I = 1, NMDOF )
Format (7E 10.0)
1. Description: LC(2) sets of NMDOF input deflections.









6.3.3.1.4 I, J, WW(I,J)
.
2.
(Required if INk/= 2)
Mass matrix specifications.
(Required if INV = 2)








(Required if INV = 2)
NCARD sets of data specifying nonzero generalized mass matrix elements.
= row index of generalized mass matrix
= column index of generalized mass matrix
= generalized mass (weight) matrix value, lbw
(OMG(I), I = LC(2) )
Format (7E 10.0)
(Required if INV = 2)
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1. Description: LC(2) modalfrequencies.
2. Notes:
OMG(I) = modalfrequencyin properorder,Hz
6.3.4.1 BR, FMACH
Format(2E10.4)




If FMACH < 1.0,doubletlatticemethodis used
If FMACH > 1.0, constant pressure method is used
6.3.4.2 (VBO(I), I = 1, LC(4) )
Format (7F10.4)
(Required if LC(1) = 1)
1. Description: LC(4) reduced velocities.
2. Notes:
VBO(I) = reduced velocity (V/bt.0) for flutter-divergence analysis
If aerodynamic interpolation is chosen, then aerodynamic forces will be interpolated at e_ch
of these VBO(I) values, using the values for RVBO input in section 6.3.4.4; if direct calcul_l-
tion is used, the aerodynamic forces will be calculated at each of these reduced velocities.
0 < LC(4) < 30
6.3.4.3 NV, V1, DV
Format (I5, 2F10.0)
(Required if LC(1 ) = - 1)
1. Description: Airspeed velocity specification for p-k analysis.
2. Notes:
NV = number of velocities used in initial analysis, knots
1 <NV <20
V1 = lowest velocity from which to start analysis, knots
V 1 > 200, suggested
DV
= velocity increment to be summed to V1 during initial analysis, knots
DV > 250, suggested
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6.3.4.4 TOLI,(RVBO(I), I -- 1, 6)
Format(7E10.0)
(RequiredifLC(1) = -1 or LC(13)= 1)
1. Description: Aerodynamicforcesinterpolationdata.
2. Notes:
TOLI = tolerance value used for testing the interpolation fit; a nominal value of
1.0E-03 is recommended
RVBO(I) = reduced velocity at which aerodynamic forces will be computed, to be used as
part of the basis in interpolating forces at other reduced velocities
If aerodynamic interpolation is used, the RVBOs should span the entire range of VBOs of
section 6.3.4.2.
For LC(1) =-1, use the following approximations:
1. RVBO(1) < 1.69 * 12.0 * V1 / (BR * WMAX), where
WMAX = maximum modal frequency, rad/sec.
, RVBO(6) > 1.69 * 12.0 * VMAX / (BR * WMIN), where
VMAX = V1 + (NV - 1)*DV, and
WMIN = minimum modal frequency, rad/sec.
6.3.5.1 MADD, IADD, MSYM
Format (315)
(Required if LC(31 ) = 1)
1. Description: Specifications for changes to mass matrix and modal frequencies.
2. Notes:
MADD = number of changes to mass matrix
IADD = number of changes to modal frequencies
MSYM
= integer specifying symmetry of mass matrix modifications
= 0, changes are symmetric
= 1, changes are nonsymmetric
6.3.5.1.1 I, J, WW(I, J)
Format (215, F10.0)
(Required if MADD > 0)
1. Description: MADD changes to the mass matrix.
2. Notes:
















= 0, specify only changes to upper triangular elements.
column index of mass matrix element
value to be substituted for existing element in mass matrix, lb
Format (15, F10.0)






index of mode to be changed
new frequency to be substituted for old, Hz
General structural damping factor.
(Required if IADD > 0)
6.3.5.3.1
(Required if LC(16) = 1
A single value for hysteretic damping to be applied to all modes; the
imaginary term on the diagonal of the complex stiffness matrix will be
multiplied by the term GDD
(Required if LC(16) = - 1)
Integer specifying individual structural damping.
NCD = number of individual modes for which hysteretic damping will be specified






NCD individual structural damping values.
= mode index
= hysteretic damping applied to mode I, as in section 6.3.5.3
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Maximum and minimum scales for V-g, V-f print plots.
= maximum value of damping scales for V-g plots





FMAX = minimum value of frequency scale for V-f plots, Hz
(RHOR(I), I = 1, LC(5) )
Format (7F10.0)
Description: LC(5) values of air density ratios.
Notes:
= maximum value of velocity scale for V-g and V-f plots, knots
RHOR(I) = density ratio with respect to sea level
0 < RHOR(I) < 10
(Required if LC(1) ;_ 0)
A separate flutter and/or divergence analysis is performed at each density ratio in which the





(Required if LC(9) = 1)
Description: Specifications for frequency-independent additions to aerodynamic matrix.
Notes:
6.3.8.1.1
NADDF = number of following additions to the flutter-determinant aerodynamic matrix
NSYM
= index defining symmetry of additions
= 0, additions are symmetric. Input only upper triangular elements
= 1, additions are not symmetric




(Required if LC(9) = I)
NADDF frequency-independent additions to aerodynamic matrix.
= row index of additions
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J = columnindexof additions
DETAD(I, J) = valueof addition. DETAD(I,J) is acomplexvalue
Additions to theaerodynamicmatrix QBAR aredonein thefollowing manner:
DETADREAL
QBAR = QBAR + k2 + i *










Specifications for changes to generalized stiffness matrix.
= number of following changes to the stiffness matrix
= index specifying symmetry of changes
-- 0, changes are symmetric (B(I,J) = B(J,I))
= 1, changes are not symmetric
I, J, B(I, J)
Format (215, 2E10.0)




= row index of changes
= column index of changes
B(I, J) = new value of complex stiffness matrix element






(Required if LC(32) = 1)
(Required if LC(32) = 1)
LC(26) values of stiffness variations for an input mode.
(Required if LC(26) > 0)










(Required if LC(25) _ 0)
LC(25) sets of modal elimination specification for flutter and divergence analys_s.
NOTIR = number of deleted modes in a given modal elimination cycle
NINZ = index of individual deleted mode for a given cycle
It should be noted that the aero module always does an initial analysis without modal
deletions before doing any modal elimination analyses as defined in this section.











If LC(1) = -1, the range is over velocity, V, knots
V





lower bound of the range over which the eigenvectors are to be calculated
upper bound of the range over which the eigenvectors are to be calculated
(Required if LC(28) = 1 and LC( 1) = 1)
= lower bound of the frequency range over which the eigenvectors are to be
displayed, Hz




1. Description: Reference length and area.
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2. Notes:
FL = referencechordof model,in. (2.0* BR, normally)
ACAP = referenceareaof themodel,in2





= 1,aerodynamicsaresymmetricalaboutY = 0
= -1, aerodynamicsareantisymmetricalaboutY = 0
= 0, nosymmetryaboutY = 0 (singlesurfaceonly)
NP = totalnumberof "panels"onall lifting surfaces
NB = bodyidentificationflag
= 0, nobodiesof anykind
> 0, numberof slenderbodiesusedfor doubletlatticeanalysis
= -1, constantpressuremethodbodyelementsexist
0 < NB < 20 for doublet lattice method
NCORE problem size, N'M, where
N = total number of aerodynamic elements, and
M = number of modes
N3 = print option for pressure influence coefficients
= 1, print
= 0, no print
N4 = print option for influence coefficients relating downwash on lifting surfaces to
body element pressures
= 1, print
= 0, no print
N7 = index specifying calculation of pressures and generalized forces
= 1, calculate
= 0, cease computations after influence coefficients are determined
If LC(1) = -1 or 1, set N7 = 1
6.3.11.1 IBOD1, IBOD2
Format (215)
(Required if NB = - 1)
1. Description: Aerodynamic elements defining contiguous panels which describe a supersonic
body for the constant pressure method.
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2. Notes:
IBOD1 = first aerodynamicelementon fast panel(lowestindex)
IBOD2 = lastaerodynamicelementon lastpanel(highestindex)
6.3.12.1.1to 6.3.12.1.5arerepeatedfor NP setsof surfacepanelingdata.
XO, YO, ZO, GGMAS
Format(4F10.0)




6.3.12.1.4(TH(I), I = 1,NEBC)
Format(6F10.0)




NP setsof datadefiningaerodynamicpanelsandtheir componentaerodynamic
elements.Section6.3.12.1.1translatesandrotatespanels,Suchcoordinatesarein
theglobal(aircraft)systemindicatingpositionof theorigin of theLCS for each
panel. Section6.3.12.1.2containscoordinatesof pointsdefininganaero-
dynamicpanel,whilesection6.3.12.1.3definesboundariesof "aerodynamicele-








= translationalvalueto beappliedto x-coordinates,in.
= translationalvalueto beappliedto y-coordinates,in.
= translationalvalueto beappliedto z-coordinates,in.
= paneldihedralor rotation,deg,aboutglobalx-axis
GGMASis in aright-handedcoordinatesystem;anuprightpanelwouldrequirea positive
rotationof 90°.









= x-coordinateof panelinboardtrailing edge,in.
= x-coordinateof panel outboard leading edge, in.
= x-coordinate of panel outboard trailing edge, in.
= y-coordinate of panel inboard edge, in.
= y-coordinate of panel outboard edge, in.
= z-coordinate of panel inboard edge, in.
= z-coordinate of panel outboard edge, in.
Coordinates are in the local coordinate system.
NEBS = number of element boundaries in the spanwise direction
2 < NEBS < 50
NEBS must be set = 2 for each body interference panel
NEBC = number of element boundaries in the chordwise direction
2 < NEBC < 50
COEFF = entered as zero
Tnfl) chordwise element boundaries for the panel in fraction of chord
0.0 < TH < 1.0
(TH(1) = 0.0, TH(NEBC) = 1.0 )
TAU(I) spanwise element boundaries for the panel in fraction of span
0.0 < TAU < 1.0
(TAU(1) = 0.0, TAU(NEBS) = 1.0 )
The data is to be repeated NP times in the following sequence:
1. Vertical panels or plane of symmetry (y = 0).
2. Panels on other surfaces.
3. Body interference panels. These panels must be one element wide (that is,
NEBS = 2).
There are (NEBS - 1) * (NEBC - 1) aerodynamic elements on a primary or control starf_ce.
Indices for aerodynamic elements start at the inboard leading edge element, increase while
traveling aft down a strip, then outward strip by strip, ending at the outboard trailing edge
element.
The sum of all elements for all panels and bodies must not exceed 400.
The total number of strips must not exceed 150.
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6.3.13.1 The following is repeated for NB sets of slender body data. (Required if NB > 0)
6.3.13.1.1 XBO, YBO, ZBO
Format (3F10.0)
6.3.13.1.2 ZSC, YSC, NF, NZ, NY, COEFF, MRK1, MRK2
Format (2F10.0, 1X, 312, 3X, 1F10.0, 213)
6.3.13.1.3 (F(I), I = 1, NF )
Format (6F10.0)
6.3.13.1.4 (RAD(I), I = 1, NF )
Format (6F10.0)
1. Description: NB sets of data defining subsonic slender bodies and their component elements.
Section 6.3.13.1.1 defines X, Y, and Z global reference coordinates, and section
6.3.13.1.2 defines slender body origin, elements; and any related interference
panels. Section 6.3.13.1.3 defines slender body element stations, while section
6.3.13.1.4 defines slender body radii.
2. Notes:
X B O = translational value to be added to X-coordinate, in.
Y B O = translational value to be added to Y-coordinate, in.
ZBO = translational value to be added to Z-coordinate, in.
ZSC = local z-coordinate of the body axis, in.
YSC = local y-coordinate of the body axis, in.
NF
= number of slender body element boundaries along its axis
2<NF<50
NZ
= flag for body vibration in z-direction
= 1, body vibrating
= 0, body not vibrating
NY = flag for body vibration in y-direction
= 1, body vibrating
= 0, body not vibrating
COEFF = entered as 0.0
MRK1
= index of the first aerodynamic element on the first interference panel







= index of the last aerodynamic element on the first interference panel
associated with this slender body
= x-coordinate of body station defining a slender body element in local
coordinates, in starting with body nose and proceeding aft
RAD(I) = radii of body elements at the stations F(J), in.
NZ must never equal NY.
Vertically vibrating bodies should be input before laterally vibrating ones; if both vertical and
lateral body vibrations are desired in a single body, two bodies are input at the same location
with corresponding NZ and NY.
A slender body, as defined here, is a frustum of a right angle cone; there are (NF - 1) slender
body elements.
NSTRIP, NPR1, JSPECS, NSV, NBV, NYAW
Format (615)
Description: General aerodynamics data.
Notes:
NSTRIP = number of chordwise strips of panel elements on all panels.
For LC(8) = 0, set NSTRIP = 1
Printouts of lift and moment coefficients for the strips occur for NSTRIP > 1
Never set NSTRIP = 0
NPR1 = print option for pressures in subroutines QUAS or FUTSOL. Use only for
debugging
= 1, print
= 0, no print
JSPECS = index describing plane's aerodynamic symmetry about Z = 0
= 1, antisymmetrical aerodynamics about Z = 0 (biplane or jet effect)
= -1, symmetrical about Z = 0 (ground effect)
= 0, no symmetry about plane Z = 0
NSV = number of strips lying on all vertical panels on the symmetric plane Y = 0
NBV = number of elements on all vertical panels lying on the plane Y = 0
NYAW = symmetry flag
= 0, if NDELT = 1 (symmetric about Y = 0)
= 1, if NDELT = -1 (antisymmetric about Y = 0)
= 0 or 1, if NDELT = 0 (asymmetric about Y = 0)
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6.3.1411.1
Thetotalnumberof strips,summedoverall panels,maynotexceed150regardlessof the
valueof NSTRIP.









= index of first element on each chordwise strip
= index of last element on each chordwise strip
=0
For NSTRIP = 1, a blank card is used.
6.3.15.1.1 to 6.3.15.1.2 are repeated for LC(3) sets of primary surface data.
KSURF, NBOXS, NCS
Format (1L5, 215)
6.3.15.1.2 NLINES, NELAXS, NICH, NISP
Format (415)
6.3.15.2 6.3.15.2.1 and 6.3.15.2.2 are repeated for NLINES subsets of data.
6.3.15.2.1 NGP, XTERM1, YTERM1, XTERM2, YTERM2
Format (15, 4El0.0)




6.3.15.3.2 (Xl(I), YI(I), X2(I), Y2(I), I = 1, NCS )
Format (4El0.0)




(Required if NELAXS = 1)
(Required if KSURF = T)
(Required if KSURF = T)
6.3.15.4.1 and 6.3.15.4.2 are repeated for NLINES subsets of data. (Required if KSURF = T)
NGP, XTERM1, YTERM1, XTERM2, YTERM2
Format (15, 4El0.0)
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(Required if NELAXS = 1 and KSURF = T)
1. Description: LC(3) sets of input modal vector data to be applied to interpolation of deflections
for primary and control surface aerodynamic elements.
2. Notes:
KSURF = flag indicating control surfaces on a primary surface
= T, this surface has one or more control surfaces with forward hinge lines
= F, this surface has no control surfaces
NBOXS = number of elements on this surface, including those on control surfaces
NCS = number of control surfaces on primary surface
0 < NCS < 5
NLINES = number of lines along which input modal vector data are prescribed
1 < NLINES _<20
NELAXS = index defining input vector components
= 1, translation and pitch rotation are prescribed at each input point
= 0, only translation is prescribed










NGP = number of points on an input vector line
2 < NGP < 12
XTERM1 = X-coordinate specifying the inboard end of an input vector line in the local
coordinate system






= X-coordinate specifying the outboard end of an input vector line in the local
coordinate system
= Y-coordinate specifying the outboard end of an input vector line in the local
coordinate system
YGP(I) = spanwise coordinate of a point along an input vector line, going inboard to





= X-coordinate of the inboard terminus of the Ith control surface leading edge
in LCS
= Y-coordinate of the inboard terminus of the Ith control surface leading edge
in LCS
= X,coordinate of the outboard terminus of the Ith control surface leading edge
in LCS
: :
= Y-coordinate of the outboard terminus of the Ith control surface leading edge
in LCS
DIST = displacement reference distance
6.3.16.1 The following sets of data are repeated NB times. (Required if NB > O)
6.3.16.1.1 NGP, NSTRIP, IPANEL
Format (315)




NB sets of data describing input modal vector to be applied to slender body
aerodynamic elements deflection.
NGP = number of points on a slender body axis at which input vector data are
prescribed
2 < NGP < 20
NSTRIP = number of interference panels (or strips) associated with a slender body
IPANEL = index of the f'n'st such interference panel associated with a slender body
XGP(I) = streamwise coordinate of each point at which input modal data are prescribed,
in LCS




1. Description: Print optionfor globalgeometry.
2. Notes:
KLUGLB = print option for aerodynamic elements in global coordinate system
= 1, print
= 0, no print
6.3.18 NOTES ON PROGRAM USAGE
Aerodynamic Modules
The STARS aerodynamic module consists of two unsteady, linear, inviscid, aerodynamic codes:
the doublet lattice method (DLM) for subsonic analyses, and the constant pressure method (CPM)
(ref. 14) for supersonic analyses. Flutter and divergence solutions may be obtained by k, p-k, or state-
space methods.
Aerodynamic Modeling
The aerodynamic elements on lifting and interfering surfaces consist of trapezoidal elements parallel
to the free stream. The aspect ratio of an element should ideally be on the order of unity or less.
The number of elements required for accurate analysis varies with the model and the reduced
frequency values. Increasing the number of elements will increase the computational time. Higher
reduced frequencies require smaller and, therefore, more elements. A guide for element size in the
streamwise direction is
_k_0._,
where k is reduced frequency, and Ax is element length.
Elements should be concentrated near wing tips, leading and trailing edges, control surface hinges,
and so forth. As a guide, a cosine distribution of elements over the wing's chord and full span may
be adopted.
The total number of aerodynamic elements, including any slender body elements, may not exceed
400. Similarly, the total number of strips is limited to 150, whereas the number of modes in the analysis
may not exceed 20.
The surface element may be thought of as having an unsteady horseshoe vortex bound along the
quarter chord of the element and trailing aft to infinity. The downwash from the unsteady vortices are
calculated at a control point located at the three-quarter chord of an element's centerline. Since the
induced downwash at the center of a vortex is infinite, no control point should ever lie on any vortex



















= total number of desired modes to form reduced generalized matrices




Orders the modes to be used for ASE analysis, NM sets of data.
IOLD = old modal number
INEW = new modal number
Output is the reduced generalized force matrix and is stored in PD.DAT file for subsequent


















6.5 ASE PADI_ Data (STARS-ASE-PADE)
Prepare PADE.DAT data file.











= number of rigid body modes
= number of elastic modes
= number of control modes
= number of gusts
= number of sensors
= number of sets of input data at discrete reduced frequencies
= order of Pad6 equation
05gNA_<4
= relative aerodynamic density with respect to sea level
= true airspeed, ft/sec
= reference chord, ft
= wind tunnel correction index
= 0, uses formulation as in reference 13
1, uses wind tunnel data to modify aerodynamic generalized force matrix as in
reference 13
NQD = number of velocities for flutter and divergence analysis, to be set to 0 for AS E


















BETA(I) = tension coefficients
$ GENERALIZED MASSES
Format (FREE)
((GMASS(I, J), J = I, NM), I = 1, NM)
Format (FREE)
Description: Generalized mass data, upper symmetric half, starting with diagonal element.
NM = total number of modes
= NRM + NEM + NCM
GMASS(I) = generalized mass of mode I, slugs
$ GENERALIZED DAMPING
Format (FREE)











= generalized damping applied to mode I
$ NATURAL FREQUENCIES
Format (FREE)






= natural frequency of mode I, rad/sec
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$ VELOCITIES FOR FLUTTER AND DIVERGENCE ANALYSIS
Format (FREE)
(VEL(I), I = 1, NQD)
Format (FREE)





















VEL(I) = airspeed at which to solve a matrix for frequency and damping
$ AIRCRAFT ANGLES, DEGREES OF FREEDOM (Required if NQD = 0)
Format (FREE)
PHI, THETA, PSI, US, VS, WS, PS, QS, RS, PHID, THAD, PSID, NDOF
Format (FREE) (Required if NQD = 0)
Data for transformation of earth- to body-centered coordinate systems.
= roll angle, deg
= pitch angle, deg
= yaw angle, deg
= body axes velocities
= angular rates
= Euler angle rates
= number of aircraft degrees of freedom; a negative sign indicates
antisymmetric case
(Required if NQD = 0 and NS > 0)
Flag for identification of sensor interpolation points in presence of GVS
data only.
= 1, for antisymmetric case
-- ml,
= 0,




LX, MY, NZ, THX, THY, THZ
Format (FREE)
1. Description: Sensor location and orientation; NS sets of data.
2. Notes:
3. Notes:













direction cosine for accelerometer normal in X
direction cosine for accelerometer normal in Y
direction cosine for accelerometer normal in Z
direction cosine for pitch axis about X
direction cosine for pitch axis about Y
direction cosine for pitch axis about Z
For the case IFLSI # 0, the user must modify file VEC_AND_COORDS.DAT by defining
appropriate sensor location. This is done by setting the fourth column of the relevant nodes















= numberof statesin theplant
= [2*(NRM + NEM) + NA*(NRM + NEM + NCM)] (Referto section6.5)
NY = numberof outputsfrom theplant
= (numberof rowsof C matrix)
= (2"NS'3)
NU = numberof inputsto theplant
= (2*NCM)
NV = numberof externalinputsto thesystem
NXC = totalnumberof continuousstates(plantplus analogelements)
DELTAT = sampletimefor digital elements
TDELAY = systemtimedelay
MAXBC = maximumnumberof blockconnectivity
MAXPO = maximumpolynomialorderplusone








numberof analoganddigital elementsin thesystemincludingthe summing
elementsandexcludingtheplant
NYTOV + NBTOU (Seesection6.6.10.2for definitions.)
additionalrowsof A dueaugmentationof controlelements.Appropriate
summationof ordersof polynomialof all analogelementsfor open-aswell as





IADDCB = additionalcolumnsof B dueaugmentationof controlelements
IADDRC = additionalrowsof Cdueaugmentationof controlelements,equalto the
numberof connectinglinks intoblock/connectingjunction
NLST = total numberof frequencyrangespecificationsfor frequencyresponse
computations
NDRESP = numberof timestheloopsarebrokenfor open-loopresponseevaluation
IRP = frequencyresponseproblemnumberto beevaluated




















A symbolicgainblockindicatingclosingof loopis identifiedby presenceof startingand
closingblocks.





Thepolynomialdescriptions pertain to either analog or digital elements, as appropriate.
6.6.5.2 IBN, ICNP, ICDP
Format (315)
1. Notes:
ICNP = integer defining number of coefficients in the numerator polynomial
ICDP = integer defining number of coefficients in the denominator polynomial
6.6.6.1 $ LISTING OF POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
Format (FREE)
6.6.6.2 IBN, (POLCON(I), I=1, MAXPO)
Format (15, < MAXPO > (El0.4))
IBN, (POLCOD(I), I=1, MAXPO)
Format (15, <MAXPO > (El0.4))
1. Notes:
1. The coefficients are to be listed in increasing order of polynomials.
2. The numerator coefficients (POLCON) are placed in one row followed by the
denominator (POLCOD) ones in the next row, for each block, one block at a time.
3. Data to be prepared for each block, NB sets of data being the input.





Gains may alternatively be the input as multiplier of polynomial coefficients in the
numerator. NB sets of data are the input.
6.6.8.1 $ SPECIFICATION FOR SYSTEM OUTPUTS, NYB = NY + NB NUMBER OF DATA
Format (FREE)
6.6.8.2 ISO1, ISO2 ..... ISONYB
Format (1615)






1. Plantoutput are numbered 1 through NY.
2. Each block output is numbered as NY + IBN.
ISOI = desired output from any sensor (corresponding row of C matrix for the plant)
and any control element (augmented thereafter)
$ SPECIFICATION FOR SYSTEM INPUTS, NUV = NU + NV NUMBER OF DATA
Format (FREE)




1. Plant input are numbered 1 through NU.
2. Each block input is numbered as NU + IEXI.
ISII = plant input (corresponding column of B matrix for the plant) and external input
6.6.10.1 $ CONNECTION DETAILS FROM PLANT TO BLOCKS
Format (FREE)
6.6.10.2 NYTOV, NBTOU, NBTOK
Format (315)
1. Notes:
NYTOV = number of connections from plant outputs to external inputs
NBTOU = number of block outputs connected to plant inputs





IYTOV1 = row number of C matrix corresponding to output from plant to feedback
control system
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IBTOU1 = block numberto beconnectedto plant input
IBTOU2 = columnof B matrix to which blockis connected




Output NBTOK times, IBN (ANALOG) to IBN (DIGITAL).
6.6.11.1 $ FREQUENCY RANGE SPECIFICATION
Format (FREE)











= number of frequencies within range, logarithmically spaced
= number of frequencies within range, logarithmically spaced

















= integer defining loop type
= 0, for closed loop case
= 1, for open loop case
= eigensolufion print option for closed loop case
= 0, prints eigenvalues only
= 1, prints eigenvalues and vectors
= block having the output signal
= block having the input signal
This data is needed for ILOOP = 1 case, only.
Data of 6.6.12.3 to be repeated NDRESP times.




A simplified aircrafttestmodel (ATM) is selectedasa standardproblemfor thefull spectrumof
ASE analyses.In thissection,therelevantdata(fig. 22) for associatedSOLIDS,AERO, andASE
modulesarepresentedin detail. Eachsuchdatasetis alsofollowed by relevantoutputof results. The
input dataarepreparedin accordancewithproceduresdescribedin section6.
Threeperfectrigid bodymodes(Y-translation,X-rotationroll, andZ-rotationyawaboutcenterof
gravity - OpR) andtworigid controlmodes(aileronandrudderdeflections- • c ) are generated in this
module along with eight elastic (O E) and three usual rigid body modes (O R ), of which the latter are ex-
cluded from consideration as GENMASS data input. The perfect rigid body modes OpR are moved in
the front through convert data input for subsequent ASE analysis (O = OpR+ • E + • c ).
7.1 ATM: Free Vibration Analysis (STARS-SOLIDS)
These input data pertain to the free vibration analysis of the f'mite element model. The direct modal
interpolation option is used for subsequent flutter and ASE analyses.
The finite element model (fig. 23) of the symmetric half of the aircraft is utilized for the vibration
analysis; only the typical antisymmetric case is presented here. Figure 24 shows a direct interpolation




C ANTISYMMETRIC HALF MODEL
C IINTP = I, DIRECT INTERPOLATION OF MODAL DATA
C
C NCNTRL = 5, FIRST THREE TO GENERATE PERFECT RIGID BODY MODES
C Y TRANSLATION, ROLL RHD YAW, PLUS AILERONS AND RUDDER CONTROL
C MODES.
CIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
74, 149, I, 4, 22, 5, O, O, O, 0
O, O, O, O, O, O, 5, 132, O
I, I, O, O, O, I, 0, I
2, O, 2, O, I
1, 15, 0, 0.7500E÷03, O.OOOOE+OO, 0.0
$ NODAL DATA
I 300.0000 200.0000 O.OOOO O O 0 O 0 0 O O
2 312.5000 200.0000 O.OOOO 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0
3 325.0000 200.0000 O.OOO0 O 0 0 0 0 0 O O
4 337.5000 200.0000 O.O000 0 O O 0 0 0 O O
5 350.0000 200.0000 O.O000 O O O 0 0 0 0 O
6 287.5000 150.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7 303.1250 150,0000 O.O000 0 0 0 0 O O 0 O
8 318.7500 150.0000 O.O000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 334.3750 150.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 O O 0 0
10 350.0000 150.0000 0.0000 O 0 0 O 0 0 O 0
It 335.3750 149.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 O O 0 0
12 350.0000 149.0000 O.O000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
13 275.0000 100.0000 0.0000 O 0 0 0 O 0 O O
14 293.7500 I00.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
15 312.5000 100.0000 0.0000 O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 331.2500 lOO.OOOO O,OOO0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
17 332.2500 lO0.O00O 0,0000 O 0 0 O O 0 O 0
18 350.0000 lOO.OOO0 O.OOO0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0 0
19 262.5000 50.0000 O.OOOO O 0 0 O O O 0 O
20 284.3750 50.OOOO O.O000 0 0 O 0 O 0 O 0
21 306,2500 50.0000 O.O000 0 0 O 0 0 0 0 0
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22 328.1250 50.0000 0.0000 0 0
23 329.1250 51.0000 0.0000 0 0
24 350.0000 51.0000 0.0000 0 0
25 350.0000 50,0000 0.0000 0 0
26 250.0000 0.0000 0.0000
27 275.0000 0.0000 0.0000
28 300.0000 0,0000 0,0000
29 325.0000 0,0000 0.0000
30 350.0000 0.0000 0.0000
31 200.0000 0.0000 0.0000
32 400.0000 0.0000 0.0000
33 150,0000 0.0000 0.0000
34 450.0000 0,0000 0,0000
35 I00.0000 0.0000 0.0000
36 500.0000 0.0000 0.0000
3? 50.0000 0,0000 0.0000
38 560.0000 0.0000 0.0000
39 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
40 600,0000 0.0000 0.0000
41 520.0000 0.0000 50.0000
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
42 580.0000 100.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
43 555.0000 0.0000 50.0000 0 0 0 0 0
44 520.0000 20.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
45 580.0000 0.0000 20.0000 0 0 0 0 0
46 560.0000 20.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
47 600.0000 0.0000 20.0000 0 0 0 0 0
48 600.0000 20.0000 0,0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
49 540.0000 0.0000 t00.0000 0 0 0 0 0
50 526.6666 46.6667 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
51 580.0000 0.0000 50.0000 0 0 0 0 0
52 560.0000 46.6667 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
53 581.0000 0.0000 21.0000 0 0 0 0 0
54 600.0000 46.6667 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
55 600.0000 0.0000 21.0000 0 0 0 0 0
56 533.3331 ?3.3333 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
57 565.0000 0.0000 I00.0000 0 0 0 0 0
58 560.0000 73.3333 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
59 580.0000 0.0000 00.0000 0 0 0 0 0
60 600.0000 73.3333 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
61 581.0000 0.0000 79.0000 0 0 0 0 0
62 540.0000 I00.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
63 600.0000 0.0000 79.0000 0 0 0 0 0
64 560.0000 I00.0000 0,0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
65 600.0000 0.0000 I00.0000 0 0 0 0 0
66 600.0000 I00.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6? 600.0000 0.0000 00.0000 0 0 0 0 0
68 560.0000 73.3333 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
69 580.0000 46.6667 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
70 580,0000 20.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
71 581.0000 I00.0000 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
72 581.0000 73.3333 0.0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
73 581.0000 46.6667 0,0000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
74 561.0000 20.0000 O.O000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
$ ELEMENT CONNECTIVITY CONDITIONS
I 6 ? 2 I 0 0 0 0
2 ? 0 3 2 0 0 0 0
3 8 9 4 3 0 0 0 0
4 9 I0 5 4 0 0 0 0
5 13 14 ? 6 0 0 0 0
6 14 15 8 7 0 0 0 0
? 15 16 9 8 0 0 0 0
8 19 20 14 13 0 0 0 0
9 20 21 15 14 0 0 0 0
I0 21 22 16 15 0 0 0 0
fl 26 27 20 19 0 0 0 0
12 27 20 21 20 0 0 0 0
13 28 29 22 21 0 0 0 0
14 29 30 25 22 0 0 0 0
15 17 18 12 I1 0 0 0 0
16 23 24 10 I? 0 0 0 0
17 I 2 39 0 0 0 0 0
18 2 3 39 0 0 0 0 0
19 3 4 39 0 0 0 0 0
20 4 5 39 0 0 0 0 0
21 6 ? 39 0 0 0 0 0
22 7 0 39 0 0 0 0 0
23 8 9 39 0 0 0 0 0
24 9 I0 39 0 0 0 0 0
25 6 I 39 0 0 0 0 0
26 7 2 39 0 0 0 0 0
27 0 3 39 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
II 0 0 0 0
II 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0
II 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0
l 0 0 0 0
II 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0
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28 9 4 39 0 0 0 0 0
29 I0 S 39 0 0 0 0 0
30 13 14 39 0 0 0 0 0
31 14 15 39 0 0 0 0 0
32 15 16 39 0 0 0 0 0
33 13 6 39 0 0 0 0 0
34 14 7 39 0 0 0 0 0
35 15 8 39 0 0 0 0 0
36 16 9 39 0 0 0 0 0
37 19 20 1 0 0 0 0 0
38 20 21 1 0 0 0 0 0
39 21 22 t 0 0 0 0 0
40 22 25 I 0 0 0 0 0
41 19 13 39 0 0 0 0 0
42 20 14 39 0 0 0 0 0
43 21 15 39 0 0 0 0 0
44 22 16 39 0 0 0 0 0
45 26 27 l 0 0 0 0 0
46 27 28 t 0 0 0 0 0
47 28 29 I 0 0 0 0 0
48 29 30 1 0 0 0 0 0
49 26 19 39 0 0 0 0 0
50 27 20 39 0 0 0 0 0
51 28 21 39 0 0 0 0 0
52 29 22 39 0 0 0 0 0
53 30 25 39 0 0 0 0 0
54 II 12 39 0 0 0 0 0
55 17 18 39 0 0 0 0 0
56 23 24 39 0 0 0 0 0
57 23 t7 39 0 0 0 O 0
51] I? I I 39 0 0 0 0 0
59 24 !8 39 0 0 0 0 0
60 18 t2 39 0 0 0 0 0
61 It 9 39 0 0 0 0 0
62 16 17 39 0 0 0 0 0
63 22 23 I 0 0 0 0 0
64 56 58 64 62 0 0 0 0
65 58 68 42 64 0 0 0 0
66 50 52 58 56 0 0 0 0
67 52 69 68 58 0 0 0 0
68 44 46 52 50 0 0 0 0


















0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
87 36 38 43 0 0 0 0 0
88 36 43 41 0 0 0 0 0
89 41 43 57 49 0 0 0 0
90 38 45 51 43 0 0 0 0
91 43 51 59 57 0 0 0 0
92 38 40 47 45 0 0 0 0
93 59 67 65 57 0 0 0 0















0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0
II 0 0 0 0
II 0 0 0 0
! 0 0 0 0
II 0 O 0 0
II 0 0 0 0
l 0 0 0 0
t 0 0 0 0
I! 0 0 0 0
II 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
It 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0
! 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0
11 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 O 0
I 0 0 0 0
II 0 0 0 0
II 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
4 0 O 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 O
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0

























0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 '0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
132 72 60 66 71 0 0 0 0
133 73 54 60 72 0 0 0 0











0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
145 71 66 65 0 0 0 0 0
146 72 60 65 0 0 0 0 0
14? 73 54 85 0 0 0 0 0
148 74 48 65 0 0 0 0 0
149 40 70 65 0 0 0 0 0
$ LINE ELEMENT BASIC PROPERTIES
I 1.5000 37.5000 18.8000 18.8000
2 0,5300 3.8000 1.9000 1.9000
3 0.7500 19,0000 9.0000 9,0000
4 0.0600 1.5000 0.7500 0.7500
5 0,4000 1.5000 0.7500 0,7500
6 19.0000 750.0000 375.0000 3?5.0000
8 3.7500 T500,O000 750.0000 750,0000
9 0.0300 O.OO00 0.4000 0.4000
I0 0.0100 0.4000 0.2000 0.2000
II 1.1250 28.1250 14.0600 14,0600
120 11.2500 675.0 338.0 338.0
121 18.7500 900.0 900.0 900,0
122 18.7500 1050.0 1575.0 1575,0
123 18.7500 1200.0 2250.0 2250,0
124 18,7500 1650,0 2625.0 2625.0
125 18.75Q0 1875.0 1875.0 1875.0
126 18,7500 2250.0 1125.0 1125.0
127 18,7500 3000.0 1275.0 12?5.0
128 18.7500 3000.0 1275.0 1275.0
129 18.7500 3000.0 1275.0 1275.0
130 16,5000 2250.0 975.0 975.0
131 15.0000 1500.0 675.0 675.0








1.0E+07 0.30 O, .259E-03








4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 0
I0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 0
120 0 0 0 0
121 0 0 0 0
122 0 0 0 0
123 0 0 0 0
124 0 0 0 0
125 0 0 0 0
126 0 0 0 0
127 0 0 0 0
128 0 0 0 0
129 0 0 0 0
130 0 0 0 0
131 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
S 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 O 0
3 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0

























































































































































































































<--- RIGID BODY Y TRANSLATION

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































<--- AILERON DEFLECTION, T.E. UP




























Figure 23. ATM symmetric half finite element model with nodes.
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i!/
Top view, vertical deflections
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Table 15 depicts the results of the free vibration analysis. Figure 25 shows the eight elastic mode
shapes, whereas the three perfect rigid body and the two control modes are shown in figure 26. In order
to effect correct response from the controllers, the perfect rigid body and control modes need to be
defined in the fashion shown in table 16.
Table 15. AERO test model: Antisymmetric free vibration analysis results.
Mode shape Eigenvalue Generalized
mass, lb





4 1 10.175 63.931 8.2
5 2 12.449 78.217 235.1
6 3 14.632 91.934 44.62
7 4 28.741 180.584 60.53
8 5 29.810 187.301 204.3
9 6 32.450 203.890 47.87
10 7 35.815 225.030 3.233
11 8 59.664 374.880 21.84
12 9 ...... 2,534
13 10 ...... 151,200
14 11 ...... 589,000
15 12 ...... 128.60














Rigid body yaw at 275 in.
Flap deflection
Rudder deflection
Table 16. Rigid body and control mode generation parameters.
Motion Symmetric analysis Antisymmetric analysis
X-translation 1.0 in X
Y-translation 1.0 in Y
Z-translation -1.0 in Z
X-rotation -A in Z
Y-rotation -A in Z
Z-rotation -A in Y
Flap -A in Z
Aileron +A in Z
Elevator -A in Z
Rudder -A in Y




whered N and d A represent the coordinates of the node under consideration and the axis of rota-
tion, respectively.
Mode 9, wing 1T
11, wing 3B






(e) Rigid body mode, X-rotation motion.
I L_ t
(d) Control mode, rudder motion.
Figure 26. ATM antisymmetric case, perfect rigid body (_pg) and control (_c) modes.
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7.2 ATM: Generalized mass analysis (STARS-AERO-GENMASS)
This run is made by deleting the first three rind body modes so that
(I) = (I)E + (I)pR+ (I)C
STARS-AERO-GENMASS input data:
$ flERO TEST MODES, ANTISYMMETRIC VERSION
4 39 386.088








































The calculated generalized mass is depicted in table 15.
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7.3 ATM: Aeroelastic analysis (STARS-AERO)
?
The input data used for eventual ASE response analysis are given in this section. These data also
enable flutter and divergence analysis of the aircraft. For a k or p-k method of flutter solution, the
number of reduced frequencies in the data is increased from 10 to 28, and rigid body and con-
trol modes are eliminated. Figures 27 through 29 show the ATM relevant aerodynamic element
arrangements.
STARS-AERO input data - ASE analysis:
flERO TEST MODEL - AHTISYMMETRIC CASE - HCHTRL - 5
SET UP FOR ASE SOLUTIOH.
DIRECT SURFACE INTERPOLATIOH.
EIGHT ELASTIC MODES, PLUS FIVE ADDED RIGID BODY-CONTROL MODES;
REVISED RIGID BODY Y TRANSLATIONS, ROLL, YAW, PLUS RILEROH AND RUDDER MODES.
MRCH NO.= 0.90 ALTITUDE: SEA LEVEL
I 15 3 I0 1 0 0 O 0 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0
I 0 O 0 O 0 0 O 0 0
0 0 O 0 O 0 0 99 0 0
I
38.89 O, 90
ll000.O 1000,0 10O.O 50.0 I0,0 5.0
0.667 0.500 0.25
.I0 -.40 1400, 80.0
1.0
77.78 15000.
-I 15 I 1200 0 0 I
90.0
508.0 580.0 532,0 580,0 20,0 80.0
O.O 0.0 4 4 O.O
O.O 0,3333 0.6666 1.0
0.0 0.3333 0.6666 l.O
90.0
532.0 600.0 540.0 600.0 ao.o IO0.O
0.0 O.0 2 5 0.0
0.0 0.2353 0.4705 0.7059 1.0
0.0 I .O
90.0
580.0 600.0 580.0 600,0 20.0 80.0
0.0 0.0 4 2 0.0
0.0 1.0
0,0 0.3333 0,6666 I.O
255.0 350.0 262.5 350.0 20.0 50.0
0.0 0.0 3 5 0.0
0.0 0.25 O.SO 0.75 I .0
0.0 0.5 1.0
262.5 328. 125 275.0 331.25 50.0 I00,0
O.O 0.0 4 4 0.0
0.0 0.3333 0.6666 1.0
0,0 0.34 0.66 1.0
275.0 331.25 287.5 334.375 lO0.O 150.0
O.O 0.0 4 4 0.0
O.O 0.3333 0,6666 1.0
0.0 0.34 0,66 1.0
287.5 350.0 300.0 350.0 150.0 200.0
0,0 0.0 4 5 0.0
0.0 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.0
O.O 0.34 0.66 l.O
328.125 350.0 331.25 350.0 50.0 I00.0
0.0 0.0 4 2 0.0
0.0 1.0
O.O 0.34 0.66 l.O
331.25 350,0 334.375 350.0 I00,0 150.0
0.0 O.O 4 2 O.O
0,0 l,O
O.O 0,34 0.66 1,0
1.0
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520.0 580.0 527.5 580.0




527.5 580.0 540.0 580.0
0.0 0.0 4 3 0.0
0,0 0,4167 1.0
0.0 0.34 0.66 1.0
50.0 I00.0
580.0 600,0 580.0 600.0




580.0 600.0 580.0 600.0
0.0 0,0 4 2 0.0
0.0 1.0
0.0 0.34 0.66 1.0
50.0 I00.0
-5.0 600.0 -5,0 600.0 0.0 20.0
-20,0 0.0 2 11 0,0
0.0 0,1074 0.2149 0.3223 0,4298 0.5083







-5.0 600.0 20.0 0.0
2 I1 0,0









1 0 0 2
14 0 1 0.0 76 95
85,000 145.000 205.000 245.000
365.000 425,000 485.000 565.000
20.0 20.0 20.0 40.0
40.0 30.0 30.0 20.0
16 I
T 16 1
































40.0 55.0 70.0 85.0 100.0
2.0 560.0 I00.0
40.0 55.0 70.0 85.0 lO0.O
2.0 578.0 I00.0






50.0 70.0 90,0 110.0 130.0
105.0 200.0
2.0 313,0 200,0
50.0 70.0 90.0 II0.0 130.0
185.0 200.0
2.0 324.0 200.0
50.0 70.0 90.0 II0.0 130.0
185,0 200.0
2.0 336.0 200.0




4 348.0 152.0 348.0 200.0
152.0 170.0 185.0 200.0
328.125 50.0 334.375 150.0
2 0 I I
6 330.0 52,0 336.0 148.0
52.0 70.0 90.0 I10.0 130.0 148.0
348.0 52.0 348.0 148.0






















40.0 55.0 70.0 85.0 I00,0
20.0 562.0 I00.0
40.0 55.0 70.0 85.0 100.0
20.0 578.0 100.0
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(b) Slender body definitions.
Figure 29. ATM antisymmetric case.
STARS-AERO input data - k-type flutter analysis:
These data pertain only to changes required in the corresponding ASE analysis case and occur within
the ftrst 16 lines; such data are presented next.
RERO TEST MODEL - RHTISYnnETRIC CASE - IIHTP = l
K-FLUTTER SOLUTIOH
DIRECT SURFACE IHTERPOLATIOH
STARS STRUCTURAL nOOEL, BYPASS RIGID BODY MODES IR GEHnRSS
ARCH HO. - O.gO ALTITUDE: SEA LEUEL
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII/1111111111111111111111111111111111/111111
! I0 3 28 I O 0 O 0 O
I ! O 0 0 0 0 O 0 O
I 0 0 O 0 O 0 O 0 O




.350 .745 .940 1.491 1,615 1.698 1.864
2.000 2,450 2,750 3.150 3.2?0 3.400 3.850
4.150 4,551 5.250 7.000 9,000 I1.110 15.000
19,000 24.070 50.000 140.000 3!5.774 616.746 1200.000
STARS-AERO analysis results:
Table 17 provides the results of flutter analysis by various procedures using direct interpol_tiorl of
modal data. The flutter solution based on the ASE method utilizing state-space formulation employs _
data file as in section 6.5. Figures 30 through 32 depict the pattern of root location as a function of
velocity for the k, p-k, and ASE methods. In this connection it may be noted that only the elastic modes
are considered in these analyses. In the ASE method, the real (a)and imaginary (b) parts of the
eigenvalues, termed as damping and frequencies, of the state-space plant dynamics matrix (A) are
plotted against the air speed. In the k and p-k methods, the damping term is expressed as g' =
2o_O3d/Oha2, where o_n is the relevant natural frequency [cod = (_2 + 132)1/2]
Table 17. AERO test model: An aeroelastic antisymmetric analysis using a direct interpolation
for AERO paneling.
k. SOLN p-k ASE
Mode Instability Velocity, Frequency, Velocity, Frequency, Velocity, Frcqucncy,
number keas rad/sec keas rad/sec keas tad/see
Fuselage f'trst bending F1 626.9 74.3 632 73.7 597 79.8
Wing fLrst bending F2 ........... 820 101.9
Fin fLrst bending D1 795 0 ...... 780 0
Analysis notes:
1) F - Flutter point
2) D - Divergence point
3) Mach = 0.90
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Figure 30. STARS ATM-k flutter analysis -- damping (g'), frequency (13), velocity (v) plot,
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Figure 31. STARS ATM-pk flutter analysis -- damping (g'), frequency (13), velocity (v) plot,
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Figure 32. STARS ATM-ASE flutter analysis -- damping (ct), frequency (13), velocity (v) plot,
antisymmetric case, using direct interpolation.
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7.4 ATM: Aeroelastic analysis (STARS-ASE-CONVERT)
These inputdata enable appropriate reordering of generalized matrices. Thus, the three perfect rigid
body modes (_PR) are placed in the front, followed by eight elastic modes (_z)and two rigid control
modes (_c) for the ASE solution. For the flutter analysis, only the eight elastic modes (_E) are used for
the solution.
STARS-ASE-CONVERT input data:
CONVERT FILE FOR RSE SOLUTION
13














$ CONVERT FILE FOR flSE FLUTTER fiND DIVERGENCE SOLUTION
8











Theseinput dataeffectcurvefitting of unsteadyaerodynamicforcesemployingPad6polynomi_Hs
Thestate-spacematricesarealsoformedin thismodule. VersionI of the input file pertainsto theASE
flutter solution, whereas version II corresponds to the subsequent ASE frequency response and damping
solution.
STARS-ASE-PADI_ input data:
$ ATM ASE FLUTTER ANALYSIS, 0.9 MACH AT SEA LEVEL - VERSION I DATA




0.2570E+00 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.7309E+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.1387E+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0
0.1882E+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0





0.00000000E+00 0.00000000E+00 0.00000000E+00 0.00000000E+00
O.O0000000E+O00.O0000000E+O00.O0000000E+O00.O0000000E+O0
$ NATURAL FREQUENCIES
0.63931008E÷02 0,78216623E+02 0.91934026E+02 0.18058442E+03
0.18730141E+03 0.20388996E+03 0.22502991E+03 0.37488010E+03























































$ RTfl ASE ANALYSIS, 0.9 MACH AT 40K FEET - VERSION II ORTA




0,7878E+02 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 0.0 0,0
0.4701E+04 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.1831E+05 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.2570E+00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.7309E+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.1387E+01 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.1882E+01 0.0 '0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.6351E+0! 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.1488E+01 0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0









$ Natural Frequencles (radlans)
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.63931008E+02
0.78216623E+02 0.91934026E+02 0.18058442E+03 0.1873014tE+03
0.20388996E+03 0.22502991E+03 0.37488010E+03 0.0
0.0
$ PHI,THETR, PSI, US, US, WS, PS, QS, RS, PNID, THAD, PSID, NDOF




0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0,0
300.00 0.0 SO.O
0,0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0
STARS-ASE-PADI_ analysis results:
The state-space matrices generated in this module by the Version I data file are utilized for the flutter
solution, the results of which are given in table 17. Results derived through utilization of Version II datzt
are used for subsequent ASE frequency response and damping analysis in the next section.
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7.6ATM: Aeroservoelasticanalysis (STARS-ASE-FRESP)
Inputdatapresentedhereinpertainto thefrequencyresponseanalysisof theATM atMach0.9and
40,000ft altitude. Thus,phaseandgainmarginsfor theequivalentopen-loopcaseaswell asdamping
andfrequencyvaluesfor theclosed-loopconfigurationaregeneratedfrom this module. Figure 33shows
theblock diagramfor theATM lateralmodeanalogcontrol system.
STARS-ASE-FRESPinput data:
Open-loopcase-
$ ATM RHTISYMMETRIC THREE RIGID, EIGHT ELASTIC, AND TWO CONTROL MODES
48, 12, 4, 4, 58, 0.0, O.O
10 4 10 6 10 4 2 I I
$ BLOCK CONNECTIVITY
I 3 0 O 0
2 IO O O O
3 7 0 0 0
4 6 0 O O
5 0 O 0 I
6 0 O 0 2
7 O O O 3
8 O 0 0 4
9 5 0 O O
IO 8 0 O 0






















































$ GAIN INPUTS FOR EACH
t .IOOOE+OI 2 .IOOOE+OI 3 .IOOOE+OI
6 .IOOOE+OI 7 .IOOOE+Ol 8 .IOOOE+Ol
$ SPECIFICATION FOR SYSTEM OUTPUTS
7 8 O 0 O O 0 O
O O 0 0 0 0
$ SPECIFICATION FOR SYSTEM INPUTS
7 O O 0 0 0 0 0










4 .IOOOE+OO 5 .IO00E+OI
9 .IO00E+Ol I0 .IOOOE+OI










$ RTM ANTI-SYMMETRIC-THE ROLL AHO VflU CLOSED LOOP CASE
48, 12, 4, 4, 53, 0.0, 0.0, 3, 3
4 tO 6 I0
CONHECTIUITY
3 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0
0 0 0 I




































0 .2000E+02 .IO00E+OI .O000E+O0
2 .2000E+02,0000E+O0.0000E+O0




0 .IO00E+O0 .IO00E+OI .O000E+O0
5 .1877E+05.0000E+O0.0000E+O0
0 .IB??E+05 .1930E+03 .IO00E+OI
6 .1877E+05.0000E÷O0.0000E+O0






0 IO00E+02 .IIOOE+02 .IO00E+OI
I0 IO00E+OI .O000E+O0.0000E+O0
0 IO00E+OI .O000E+O0 .OOOOE*O0










































INPUTS FOR EACH BLOCK
2 ,IO00E+O! 3 .IO00E+01
7 .IO00E+O1 8 .IO00E+OI
12 -.IOOE+O!
FOR SYSTEM OUTPUTS
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
FOR SYSTEM INPUTS
0 0 0 0 0
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Figure 33. ATM lateral mode analog control system.
STARS-ASE-PAD15. analysis results:
Figures 34 and 35 depict the lateral loop gains for the roll and yaw modes, respectively. The gain
margins are tabulated in table 18.
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Figure 36. Closed-loop equivalent velocity vs. damping and frequencies.
Ames Research Center
Dryden Flight Research Facility
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Edwards, California, September 28, 1990
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APPENDIX A -- PREPROCESSOR MANUAL
The preprocessor program PREPROC forms an integral part of the set of routines that compose
the STARS program. It has been developed to automate generation of finite element models and
corresponding data files. Instead of defining a complete structure by independently describing each
node and element, the preprocessor allows the formation of such data automatically for a structure.
The preprocessor minimizes the information required from the user and eliminates the time-consuming
task of data editing, enhancing the efficiency of the STARS program.
To run the preprocessor, the user may type the command GRUN followed by the command
PREPROC, and immediately after this the program will prompt with a list of different terminals.
The user may then choose the type of terminal to be used, namely E/S PS390, Tektronix, and var-
ious compatible terminals. Next, the user will be prompted with menu options in a progressive fashion.
At any level of the menu, the user can exit by entering Control-Z.
Only a brief description of the primary menu is given next since, because of the interactive nature of








2 PROPERTIES AND ANALYSIS
specify STARS data
3 READ
read STARS data file
4 WRITE
write STARS data file
5 DELETE












generate surfaces from existing line segments
REPRODUCE
generate new segments using existing ones
6 DRAW








generate straight line segment
2 PARABOLIC
generate parabolic line segment
3 CIRCULAR CURVE
generate circular line segment
4 ELLIPTIC CURVE





generate four node surface segment
2 COMPLEX SURFACE
generate nine node surface segment
3 ELLIPTICAL SURFACE









generate four node segment
4 6-POINT SOLID PRISM





1 ARC: LINE SEGMENT --> SURFACE
generate surface segments by moving a line segment along a curve
2 GLIDE: 2 LINE SEGMENT --> SURFACE





reproduce by method of direct copying
2 MIRROR
produce a mirror image
3 ROTATE
reproduce by rotating the original about an axis
1.6 DRAW
2
The preprocessor will draw the generated structure on a standard terminal with multiple options.
PROPERTIES AND ANALYSIS
This option enables automatic generation of a complete STARS data set for a structure in which
the user is prompted for appropriate data.
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APPENDIX B _ POSTPROCESSORMANUAL
ThePOSTPLOTprogramis designedto providegraphicdepictionof analysisresultspertaining
to thethreemajormodules,namelySOLIDS,AEROS,andCONTROLS. This is effectedby themain





























































Frequency-damping-velocityplots,k, p-k, andASE solutions
Phaseandgainplotsasafunctionof frequencyfor analoganddigital
systems










describedin this sectionusesthedirectorynamesemployedon theDEC VAX computersystemat
NASA. Thetop-leveldirectoriesareshownin figure 37. The[KGUPTA.STARS]is themain directory
whichcontainsthefive majorsubdirectoriesnamedCOMMANDS, SOURCES,OBJECTS,EXECU-
TIONS,andTESTCASES.The COMMANDS subdirectorycontainsthecommandfiles which areused
to guidetheuserin runningtheSTARSprogramsystem.TheSOURCESsubdirectorycontainsthe
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Figure 37. STARS systems description.
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APPENDIX D---NONLINEAR MULTIDISCIPLINARY SIMULATION
Present effort is directed towards generating a number of additional analysis modules for effective
simulation of nonlinear systems. These current developments include efficient fluids unstructured grid
generation, and finite element CFD and heat transfer capabilities. Figure 38 provides details of the vari-
ous modules of the emerging code, which is currently being utilized (ref. 18) for simulation of highly
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